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Only on PlayStation.

seen it

butter

a great music -video game. Word.

Parappa the Rapper.

4 .
PlayStation

America Inc. © 1997 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. ©Rodney A. Greenblat/Interlink www.playstation.c
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This time, Crash will have to work his way through huge, all new

3-D environments. He’ll fly with a jetpack, surf on a jetboard

and saddle up a polar bear cub. He’s got new moves, he’ll meet

new characters and he’ll face plenty of dangerous new

5
*

obstacles. It won’t take long to realize: Only the strong survive.
PlayStation
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“With Yoshi’s Store...

Resident Evil 2... X-Men
Vs. Street Fighter, PS
Tekken 3 and House of
the Dead... the New
Year promises to be a
whole load of fun for us
game fans out there!”
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I’m pleased to

announce that

GameFan has

secured a rather

meaty treat for all

our loyal readers

this month, in the

shape of a cute

dinosaur first seen

in the company of

a Brooklyn
plumber. Yoshi’s

Story is a vitally

important Nintendo 64

release for a number of reasons; it showcases
the immense 2D power of the system (unlocked

but never fully realized in Mischief Makers), it’s

the first Nintendo title not to feature both rider

and mount (li’l Yoshi’s all on his ownsome) and
it’s another release from the arch-genius, Mr.

Miyamoto. I’d like to personally thank Nintendo
for all their help regarding this feature, and I

hope that you, the reader, enjoy our half dozen
pages of cloud- and dinosaur-filled magic. Ladies

and gentlemen, we are entering a new world of

cuteness never previously thought possible...

Over in the camp of Sony, there’s the first

exciting screenshots of Namco’s port-over of

Tekken 3, a fine reason to celebrate I 998 if ever

there was one! Judging by those shots, gamers
can look forward to a 99 percent complete port-

over of the System I 2 arcade monster, with only

minimum polygonal sacrificing. Of course, for

those really wanting to know the precise differ-

ences between console and arcade, we’ve more
than enough information to whet your appetite

for what looks to be THE fighting title of 1998.

From one behemoth of a video games compa-
ny to another; Capcom have brought in the big

guns in the shambling shape of Resident Evil 2.

This crown of achievement of one of the most
successful video games companies of all time
rests very well on Capcom’s shoulders as they’ve

pulled out all the stops to make RE2 one of the

most atmospheric romps into horror-filled gam-
ing you’ve ever witnessed.

Sega have a lot to shout about with

the final arrival (and subsequent U.S.

announcement) of X-Men Vs. Street

Fighter; again thanks to the pro-

gramming marvels (hideous pun
intended) over at Capcom. A mam-
moth number of 2D animations have
been seamlessly blended into a per-

fect translation of an awesome
arcade fighter. The future transla-

tions of Street Fighter 3 onto the

Saturn now looks much more than a

pipe-dream.
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And then, there’s more
horror-filled gaming cour-

tesy of House of the Dead
and the fantastic Saturn

conversion. The quality of

the Virtua Cop 2 port

seems to be the only way
of comparing the quality

of this translation, and of

course, I was as relieved as

the next mad frothing fool

to discover those stomach
ripping gun-shot wounds
make an appearance in

this home version!

Add the marvelously con-

troversial Grand Theft
Auto (picked up by ASC,
this is one mean-lookin’

top-down car wreckin’
drive-by shootin’ assassi- \
natin’ dollop of downtown
comedy violence) to the
mixture and you’ll see why
the New Year promises to be
a whole load of fun for us

game fans out there!
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VO TO STA.JCT The CDOTlDe^ Of aUL, VOKJIS

|or why deception, cruelty and betrayal are your friends'^

fflk To start “Tke War of tke Lions,” you must use kold strokes. Regicides, doukle-crosses,

violations of queens, good options all. Wkatever your plan, once kegun, a war of tkis magni-

tude is not to ke trifled witk. Tkis is a krutal conflict of epic proportions, wkere eack kallowed victory krings

you closer to tke very keart of darkness. Battle after kattle, you will command your figkting party across

magical lands protected ky kostile forces, Tou will need tke kelp of tke kravest warriors, as well as armor,

weapons, intricate kattle plans and magical spells. Be rutkless. Be clever. Or ke dead.

TRAJN1N9 AJimy

or how to ensure the biggest, baddest, meanest SOBs are on your side

r
.i

;
In Final Fantasy Tactics,™ you are Ramza, a young squad leader and an ally of Princess Ovelia. Its up

Wgf to you to lead an elite figkting squad of your own ckoosing into kattle. Tou must train tkem to ke

powerful Black Mages wko can cast magic spells, Summoners wko can awaken terrikle keasts, Wizards,

PlayStation and tlie PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Final Fantasy and SquareSoft are registered trademarks of Square Co.,



Ninjas, Bards, Archers, Tkieves and more. Tliere are nineteen figkting classes and four kundred akikties

to master, if you go into kattle ill-prepared, may tke enemy make tke klood run cold from your keart. ^

effecTjxye &xrTl& $Tjixveg}e$

|or further discussions from the annals of shoot first, ask questions later
|

%
As tke ancient kistory of warfare reveals, you will survive if your kattle strategy is strong, and perisk

if it is not. You will lead tke ckarge tkrougk impressive lands trying to gain tke kest strategic

positions in forests, castle ramparts, swamps and valleys. You can kuy and sell equipment, kire new soldiers

and plan glorious kattle strategies. May you conquer tke enemy or may you die trying. mm tmnmwmj

Ltd. ©1997/1998 Square Co., Ltd. Final Fantasy Tactics is a trademark of Square Co., Ltd. ©1998 Square Co., Ltd. All rights reserved, www.playstation.com



BECAUSE EVERY TIME I CLOSE MY EYES,

o Top: The Second

Coming, slated for

“
this foil. Bottom:

® Preparing for her

.!= return.

ALL I SEE IS LARA CROFT.”

GEIDOS
You’ve been warned.
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# VIC TOKAI, INC.

YOU WANT TO BE A HERO

HEAD IN TWO-PLAYER COfv

BAT IN STUNNING GRAPH1I

THE EARTH YET AGAIN.

FAST ACTION THAT DEMAI'

FAST REACTION. JOIN THE

BATTLE IN THE ONLY GAMI

THAT MATTERS.

ry
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1. Final Fantasy VII- PS

2. Tomb Raider 2- PS

3. Oiddy Kong Racing - N64

4. Goldeneye - N64

5. Crash Bandicoot 2 - PS

FOR THE WEEK ENDING 9/30/97

READERS’ TOP TEN
6. Castlenania: SOTN- PS

7. Street Fighter EX + Alpha - PS

8. Star Fox- N64

9. Tekken 3- Arcade

10. Mario Kart 64 -mi

READERS’ MOSTWANTED
1. Resident Evil 2 - PS

2. Metal Gear Solid - PS

3. Zelda WOT- N64

4. Tekken 3 -PS

5. Yoshi's Story - N64

6. F-Zero - N64

7. X-Men vs. SF- SS

8. Goemon 64 - N64

9. Banjo Kazooie - NB4

10. Grandia - SS

GAMEFAN EDITORS’ TOP TEN

M
Afry)

1 . Goldeneye - N64

2. Mass Destruction - SS

3. Jet Moto 2- PS

4. Cool Boarders 2 - PS

5. Crash 2 - PS

6. Grand Theft Auto - PS

7. One - PS

8. Yoshi’s Story - N64

9. NFS

:

V-Rally - PS

1 0. Sonic R - SS

PUBS 1 . Resident Evil 2 - PS 6. One. - PS

2. Yoshi’s Story - N64 7. Quake 2- PC

Ha
3. X-Men izs SF- SS (Import) 8. Burning Rangers - SS

4. Micro Machines - PS 9. Rockman Dash - PS (Import)

5. Panzer Saga - SS 1 0. Space Hulk - SS

W*.
r 7 1 . Thunder Force 5 - SS 6. FF Tactics - PS

ft *V
l

2. One - PS 7. Goldeneye - N64

1
' 3. Battle Garegga - SS (Import) 8. Dynamite Headdy - Genesis

1
-

i
4. Shining Force 3 - SS (Import) 9. Einhander - PS (Import)

l , ijj 5. Shienryu - SS (Import) 10. Klonoa- PS (Import)

wm
^

°

1 . Resident Evil 2 - PS

2. Tekken 3 - PS

3. Yoshi's Story - N64

4. Grand Theft Auto - PS

5. Goldeneye - N64

6. Micro Machines - PS

7. X-Men 1/s. SF- SS (Import)

8. Einhander- PS

9. Quake 2 - PC

10. One - PS

1. Tempest

2. Defender

3. Spy Hunter

4. Pengo

5. Space Harrier

6. Gyruss

7. Missile Command
8. Time Pilot

9. Asteroids

10. ChuckieEgg

f j
1 . Rockman Dash - PS (Import) 6. Klonoa - PS (Import)

2. Yoshi's Story -
I\I64 (Import) 7. Grandia - SS (Import)

ism* 3. Einhander - PS (Import) 8. Panzer Saga - SS

T^r*" 4. X-Men vs SF- SS (Import) 9. Bomberman 64 - N64

il 1

5. Resident Evil 2 - PS 10. Touring Car- SS

WIN
THE GAME SYSTEM OF YOUR
CHOICE! ENTER TODAY!
All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top

10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren't out

yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAMEFAN

TOP TEN, 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Pocket

| GameBoy

SecflitdiBHze; Your choice of one of the Picks

of the Month in Viewpoint.

A FREE year of GameFan!

The best magazine in the universe!

Congratulations to last month's winners:

First Prize: Second Prize: Third Prize:

Bemie Stabbator, Rich Leadbetter, Keith Sweat,

Misery, MS London, UK New York, NY

Drawing is limited to One (1 )
entry per person per

month. Drawings will be held on the 21 st of each
month. The three (3) winners will be notified by
mail and listed on this page. For a complete list

of rules and regulations write: GameFan Top Ten
with self addressed & stamped envelope.

1. Wizardry - NES

2. Metal Gear - NES

3. The Legend of Zelda- NES

4. Firepower 2000 - SNES

5. Zelda: A Link to the Past - SNES

6. Wicked 18 - SNES

7. Starfox 64 - N64

8. Diddy Kong Racing - N64

9. Goldeneye - N64

10. Top Gear Rally - N64

j|an ffirpnelli, Bilingual Super Agent
Nintendo of America
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You’ve got the brains. Friends? No problem. But how big is your deck, really?

We can help. For a limited time only, when you buy Magic: The Gathering—
Portal™, we’ll kick in another booster pack free. Explore the game of strategy

and imagination. Get more cards while you’re at it. More cards. Free. Cool.

www.wizards.com

Enclose the original cash register receipt and completed consumer Please mail to (please print): GF
response card with this rebate form and mail to:

Portal Rebate Offer
N"" :

Wizards of the Coast

Box 88884, Department MAG

Receive S2.00 back or a FREE Portal booster pock when you purchase

any Magic: The Gathering—Portal Starter Set

Here's how it works:

1 . BUY: A Magic The Gathering—Porlal or

Magic The Gathering—Portal Second Age™ Starter Set

2. MAIL The consumer response card from the middle of the Porto/ rulebook

(please fill out completely),your cash register receipt with the price circled,

plus this r

‘

> this rebate form, to the address below.

3. RECEIVE: A $2.00 rebate or a FREE Portal booster pack!

Seattle, WA 98138-9907

Please send me (check one):

Magic The Gathering—Portal booster pock

$2.00 rebate

Address: .

City:

Phone: ( ) _

Please note additional terms: I . This offer valid for Magic: The Gathering—Portal or Portal Second Age Starter Set only. 2. This rebate form may not be mechanically reproduced and must occ
.

ferred. 4. Limit one per consumer. 5. Offer expires December 31, 1998. 6. Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery. 7. Incomplete or ineligible requests will not bessi'

Rll youMB &

o brain, a deck

Rnl

Wizards of the Coast, Magic: The Gathering, Portal, and Portal Second Age are trademarks of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. ©1 997 Wizards of the Coast, Inc.



"Even More Gore."

IVe SIDENT
Evil 2

EIas I\isen.

"JHE GAMING
Nothing Else

The most anticipated gaming event of 1998 has

arrived. Resident Evil 2, the shocking sequel to the
Consumer's Choice: Best PlayStation Game Overall,

plunges horror fans into the most intense, the

most terrifying game experience ever crafted.

, You see evil. You hear evil. You're overwhelmed
by evil, as you fight through hordes of »

flesh-starved zombies, blood-thirsty beasts"

and other mutations of modern science. _
Will you survive the horror?

1 * If The
Suspense

Doesn't Kill

You, Something
Else Will. Twice the blood. Twice the gore.

To enter the Resident Evil 2 Sweepstakes, complete an o
ra CAPCOM CO.. I

I entry blank or print your name, address and phone number on a 3*5 card and mail to: Capcom Entertainment, Resident Evil 2 Sweepstakes,

1993 (5 CAPCOM U.S.A. INC. 1998 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. RESIDENT EVIL is a trademark ol CAPCOM CO., LTD. CAPCOM is a registered



"Somebody
Pinch Me,

I Think Tm
In Heaven."

- Ultra Gameplayers

Splatter entrails all over ^

Racoon City. Inflict grotesque

wound effects on the undead.

EVENJ OF 1998.
even Comes Close."

-
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A mysterious virus has

mutated the local inhabitants

into flesh-eating monsters,

hell-bent on snacking on your
still-warm spleen.

- GameFan

"An Intense And
Horrific Adventure

That Chills The Spine."

- Game Informer %'

*
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I
They're Here!

Resident Evil 2 And The

Official Strategy Guide!

uiwui ram

Play the online Resident Evil 2 game
at www.residentevil2.com

|

Win a part in

the upcoming I

Resident Evil movie, or dozens

of other killer prizes! No purchase

necessary. To dig up further

details, visit our website at

www.capcom.com or wherever

Resident Evil 2 is sold.

Be received by April 1. 1998. Void where prohibited.



Final Fantasy Tactics
PlayStation

Resident Evil 2
PlayStation
Capcom

Action/Adventure

Micro Machines V3
PlayStation
Midway
Racing

Old school 2D mechanics augmented K". ~
\

with crisp, beautiful 3D graphics and t 5|S|Jj

some magical tunes make Klonoa a [ Wmji
delightful platformer that is guaranteed r

'
' vm-:.

to put a smile on even the most jaded ,.
.

j

? ! -v

gamers face. It's not particularly long,
“—

‘

“

nor particularly tough, but the experience is a such an

enjoyable one that you're not liable to care. If you're

looking for blood and guts, look elsewhere. If you're

looking for charm, backed up by solid gameplay, then

Klonoa's for you.Klonoa
PlayStation
Namco

Action/Platform

V;
fCW

r.i.i
[•Tell
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PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks ot Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. "ALUNDRA" is a trademark ot Sony Computer Entertainment Inc., licensed by Working Designs. Original Game © Sony

Computer Entertainment Inc./Matrix 1997. English Translation © Working Designs 1997. “Working Designs" is a registered trademark of Working Designs, Inc. All rights reserved. Landstalker is a trademark of SEGA

Enterprises, LTD. Combatting wetness, one dream at a time! For a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417. Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information.



If you're looking for a game that cap-
tures the look, the feel, the atmos-
phere of WCW's Monday Nitro, here

you go. The problem lies when we ge
to the ‘-wrestling" part. This really

ill me that it plays

The best way to

PS, and contrastly

itrol in a wrestling

ame, then, to a cer-

graphics would have someting to do with this. Give'me ?
sequel on Sega's new machine, by the same team, and I'll

11 EL [PL Bn a [00
(§> ® ® ®

Racing

Arrrgh! Wild Choppers is a great look-

Nintendo 64
TK

error. As corny and lame as this game I
may seem there are things in it you’ll A
want to see. The problem is that! \
MKM’s controls are so ultra-stilt and V
overly complicated that it may take XV
you ‘til next X-mas to get there. TheL— —
N64 version spares us Irom the I’m a B-movie actor

in a tunny suit (clean too, not a speck of dirt on it)

live action crap, and lor that I now love the cart tor-

mat, but otherwise the game’s pretty much the same
as the PS version. Some nice poly’s and as I said,

their is meat on these bones, you just have to keep
eating, and eating...

nemory to go

in compari-

MK Mythologies
Nintendo 64
Midway

Action/Adventure

What a great year its been tor shooting! \
Thunder Force V and RayStorm come ¥
immediately to mind, but you’ll quickly ¥
lorget them both just minutes into ... Xu?'
Einhander, easily the most spectacular

shooter ol the decade. I don’t know who V
these Square guys are but they're ruin-*

—‘

—

ing it for everyone else. Einhander's so epic in its pre-

sentation it immediately sucks you into its Neo-Tokyo

guise and never lets go. The polygon and camera work

!. scary and the bosses will destroy your remaining

brain cells. The non-break format links it all together.

Spec-freakin'-tacularl! I love Square!!

^ tgj (7J |
~|

|
{T> {9) (9) (gj {7J\_

Wild Choppers

Flying Arcade/Simulation

With the hideous Aero Fighters still

tresh in my memory, I took to the skiesW
with hope in my mind. Hope that

0

blurred textures, angular environments^ ^
and sluggish gameplay would be forev-^^^ £ ^
er buried in the back ot my brain. Whatj J

I found with this was a valiant attempt
1 — H

at creating a believable, yet arcade style helicopter

sim; a 3D version ot the isometic Strike series if you

will. However, the fact that the planes moved in slow-

motion, and the slightly annoying control system pre-

vented me from total emersion, especially as some of

the later levels are so cool...

a ft is iMi A1re

Sonic R
Saturn
Sega

Action/Racing

I didn't like this game on PS and I
:

~ - v

really don’t like it on N64. Whether Y
you’re an MK fan or not, you’ve got 0
to admit that the combination of 2
MK style fighting and - of all things

- platforming action just does not i

work. The 3D backgrounds are a lit-

tie better on N64 but everything else is worse
than the PS version. The animation is just a bad

joke. Tobias claimed that Mythologies does not fit

into any particular genre. I know a genre it fits

i into: ’bad’ games.

Gk |Cl |PL [ML [O

IVCIV Monday Nitro

PlayStation
TH-Q

Wrestling

Initially I was kind of sad about Sonic
!

R. "Finally a 3D Sonic game and it’s a , \
triggin’ racing game!?” I moaned. But X -v

Travellers Tale (God they're good) have .. X v?

done the game so right, from the per-

feet balance to the vast amount ol hid- ?

den goodness and l’m-so happy-l-

could-burst Sega tunes, that now I'm quite sold on the

idea. The new lade-in pop-up cure works phenomenal-

ly well and graphically the whole game’s a thing ol

beauty. Still, no new exclusive Saturn Sonic ever... a

sad. sad state of affairs. Maybe the next time around.

HHkHiia
(9) (8) (8) (8) (8)



Is it really just a game?
Multi-Racing Championship blurs more than just the scenery. It blurs

the line between gaming and reality.

Each of MRC’s eight, fully customizable vehicles (plus two other secret vehicles) allow

you to tweak gears, brakes, suspension and more. And you’ll need to, because MRC’s

three intense courses pit you against more than just the clock. You’ll be up against neck

snapping terrain, nasty weather and up to 20 other drivers at a time.

Designed for the N64 Rumble Pak, MRC’s detailed graphics, sound and multiple viewing

perspectives can mean only one thing.

It starts where all the others finish.
I N FOG RAM ES

ES)
www.oceanline.com
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ENTER THE CRMEFRN
HOCUS P0CU5 CIVEHWRY!

CRRND PRIZE:

R GXTV
FIR5T PRIZE:
VIEWPOINT

GRME OF YOUR
CHOICE

SECOND PRIZE:

POCKET ORMEBOY
THIRD PRIZE:

1 -YERR
SUBSCRIPTION
TO CRMEFRN

GXTV is the world’s first video game TV with
hyper-amplified sound and graphics. Enhance •

the thrill of gaming with adjustable speaker
doors, stereo surround sound and a 15-watt

*

sub woofer. Plus, the intense screen graphics .

will make you feel like your head’s right inside

the game. GXTV is also a 181-channel, 13” •

stereo TV with two A/V inputs, stereo head-
phone jack, backlit remote control and

‘

tilt/swivel stand. So whatcha waitin’ for? .

Send in those codes and maybe you can win
one of these GXTVs for yourself!

CONGRATULATIONS TO THIS MONTH'S WINNERS'

A!

The mighty Monitaur seeks the
finest cheats, secrets and tips
known to humanity, and we need
them from YOU!! We’ll look over

^ all the codes you send and
award a magnificent Grand
Prize every single month!
Remember, no cheap
codes from previously

* published US magazines!
Winners will be drawn
each month and dis-
played in the only place
where cheaters prosper.
(Current subscribers who

win a subscription will receive a
one-year extension.)

SEND YOUR CARDS
AND LETTERS TO:
Hocus Pocus

51 37 Clareton Drive
Suite 210

Agoura Hills, CA 91 301

Check us out online at

grond prise winner:

ferroro
ellmgton, ct

Tirst prise winner:

juon mortmes
homsburg, po

second prise winner:

michoel broum
phenx ot-r, ol

third prise winner:

humberto allege
honeve* perk, il

http://www.gamefan.com20
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www.WCWwrestling.com

Visit your local retailer or call

1-818-225-5167 for orders only

Hollywood Hogan,

Kho Man

”

Randy Savage,

^ger, Syxx, Ric Flair,

’n
8> The Giant, Dean Malenko,

ar>d many more!

st beaten by the best!
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Comment) & Conquer
Passwords and Codes Galore!

MicJiacI Brown
Phenix City AC

MISSION 7 - YQEMD5XSR
MISSION 8 - 9WAUZUIM2
MISSION 9 - 07FRYGGOJ
MISSION 10 - T9FEZL2P6
MISSION 11 - XN370DVZV
MISSION 12 - CN0U6NANV
MISSION 13 - LKRJC9BWP
FINAL MISSION - DV79Q92ZS

Mim

Game cheats:

Enter the following by using the Team
Buttons on the Tool Bar using the

Circle button.

MONEY - Square, Square, Circle, X,

Triangle, Circle

NUKE - Circle, X, Circle, Triangle,

Square, Triangle

SOYLENT GREEN - X, Circle,

Triangle, Triangle, Circle, X

The following arc Mission passwords

for the Allies:

MISSION 1 - T3T2J07H0
MISSION 2 - IHH7M3464
MISSION 3 - X63VC9G3F
MISSION 4 - 4CCYX6IZO
MISSION 5 - 3YBM21X6B
MISSION 6 - COY9YB361



Ouer 40 wrestlers, including more V§
than 20 UVCVU and NINO superstars: ft

Hollywood Hogan, Sting, The Giant,

Lex Luger, Ric Flair, The Outsiders, 3

The Steiner Brothers, Dean Malenko, I
Syxx, Eddy Guerrero, Chris Benoit, I
Scott Norton, Rey Mysterio, Jr., I
Steuen Regal, Oltimo Dragon,

Buff Bagwell, and many more!

Each wrestler has 30 to 40 moues,

including his own signature moues

Tag Team and simultaneous four-player action

Fiue different play modes

One of the Fall’s

hottest games!”
-CamePro, July 1997

lAfuu uu.thq.com

uuuuuu.liUCIAfuurestling.com

Uisit your local retailer or call

1-818-225-5167 for orders only
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Tomb R„\it>cr 2
Level Skip and All Weapons Code!

Rob Fcrnxnx
Ellington CT

What can we say? The level skip

and all weapons code is back. But
if done improperly it can yield

unexpected results (see screen-

shots). All codes are entered when
playing Lara.

Very Wrong Weapons Trick:

Entering this bogus code will make
luscious Lara shatter and explode.

For those who wish to witness this

spectacle. Hold R2, step forward,

backward, release R2, rotate Lara at

least 1 1/2 times around (by press-

ing left or right on the D-Pad) and
press Jump. An early Fourth ofJuly
fireworks display... thank you Lara!

Weapons Code:
Now to truly get this cheat, hold-

ing R2, step left, right, left, walk
one step back, one step forward,
release R2, rotate Lara at least 3

“Pull yourself together, Lara!”

:tSo[ry.'txQutda’t resist. —Reubus)

times (by pressing left or right on D-Pad),
and perform a backward twisting leap.

Level Skip:

Tired of Yetis beating you to a pulp? Follow
the same directions for the Weapons code, but
after rotating Lara at least 3 times (by press-

ing left or right on the D-Pad), perform a for-

ward twisting leap.

Various Quick Bits Wc Ditm’t Havc Time To Get Shots Of...

Megaman X4 (Saturn & PS)
Megamans and Zeros secret

armors!
Juan Martinez, Harrisburg PA

Capcom’s dynasty of Megaman
games has always had its share of
unique secrets.

For Saturn
Megamans: On the player select

screen, highlight Megaman, and
press B, B, left, left, left, left, left,

left, then hold the Left and Right
Shift buttons and press start.

There are subtle differences at

first, but once you get the first

capsule at the Web Spider, you’ll

get the Ultimate Armor, which
includes all the upgrades.

Zeros: On the player select

screen, highlight Zero, hold the
Right Shift button and press

right, right, right, right, right,

right, release the Right Shift but-
ton, press and hold the B button
and press Start. Zero’s colors will

be black and gray!

For Playstation

Megamans: Tap Circle, Circle,

left, left, left, left, left, left, then
hold both LI and R2 buttons,
(same place as above)

Zeros: Hold Rl, press right,

right, right, right, right, right,

release Rl. Press Circle and Start

at the same time.

Battle Arena Toshinden 3 (PS)
Secret Characters

Hal Garvey Jr., Highland CA

Play as Shou
To play as Shou, you must unlock

all the sub-bosses, then beat the

game with Vermillion on a level 3

setting or higher.

Play as Abel
Beat the game with Shou at a

level 7 difficulty.

Play As Veil

Beat the game with Abel on a

level 7 difficulty’.

Play as Neru
Beat the game with Veil at a level

7 difficulty7
.

Duke Nulcem 64 (N64)
All Weapons Cheat
Eric Smith, Newnan GA

To enable all weapons for this

awesome corridor bloodfest, at

the main menu screen, press left,

left, Left Shift, Left Shift, right,

right, left, left. Go to the cheat

menu and press Right Shift, Right
C, right, Left Shift, Left C, left,

Right C, right.

Dragonball GT (PS)
Hidden characters

Justin Faclder, Acworth GA

To get all the hidden characters

without tediously beating the

game over and over again, at the

Title screen, press right, left,

down, up, right, left, down up.

Sonic R (Saturn)

Secret Characters

Paul Sandbar, Los Angeles CA

Collect all 5 Sonic Coins in a race

and finish in the top three. You
will then face off against a hidden
character for each section.

Resort Island - Alecha Sonic

Radical City' - Mecha Tails

Regal Ruin - Egg Robo
Reactive Factory - Alecha Knuckles

Duplicate Characters:

Tired of the constant whining
from your opponent? Then in

versus race mode, have the second
player highlight the same charac-

ter as the first player and hold X +

Y + Z. Now both you and your
complaining opponent will see

who has the real skill for speed
thrills. This also works for Super
Sonic and all hidden characters

26 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com
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Resident Evil 2
Secret Alternate Uniforms:

Well, it wouldn’t be a true Resident Evil game without the
change of uniform secret. Fortunately, Capcom has again
included the change of uniform secret in there, though it's

going to be a bit tougher to perform this time around.

Start off either
with Claire or Leon
(non "R" versions only),

in this city area.
Weaving and dodging
like an NBA player is

definitely necessary,
to avoid being a meal
of the undead.

Saving ammunition
is important in those
worse case scenarios
where you have to pull
some pistol-whipping
action. However, when
you can run or use the
knife when the situa-
tion presents itself.

To start, select only Claire or Leon (the special "R" versions don't get the change of
clothes option) and from where you start in the City Area, make it all the way to the
Raccoon Police Station. Sounds easy so far, considering that you have your trusty pis-
tol with you. Stop the wishful thinking and comeback to reality. . .this is Capcom, remem-

ber? They're master trainers of hardcore gaming skills. Besides
making it to the Raccoon Police Station alive, during this romp
from your start point to the police station you CANNOT pick up

any items. That means, no extra rounds, no medical
aids, or any new weaponry can be attained if you
wish to get the secret alternate uniforms.
If you do make it all the way to the Police Station
without picking up any items, near the police sta-

tion under a stairway, you'll find Brad Zwikker
-

w from the Alpha team of Resident Evil .

Vj..- Unfortunately, he doesn't look too good these
days, probably from a lack of proper human

tjA
**

w ^ brain nourishment. Well, somewhere in his

'jtr jacket, he holds a key to

a locker where the

jm 4% wnt •IB ITF EF IF ITS IF °Ptional outfits are
H H ftfa K 10 B fg HR I ft H if Wf

% S locked in, which means
W* K f. K KF lift p B; (If Of course that you're

going to have to kill
l l|hrV P f

1 S — < —
\ him to get it. Unlike
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Secret Alternate Uniforms!

Hopefully at this
point in the picture,
you haven't gained a

scratch, nor taken
into the temptation of
grabbing items. The
secret is close when
you reach this gated
door.

.... A

r 1

See the room pic-

tured to the left?
This is the locker for

both Claire and Leon
where they will find
their new outfits. Use
the Special Key to

unlock the door.

I u.^ Head down to this
long pathway after
entering through the
gates. The footsteps
heard ahead indicate
another unfriendly
abomination hunger-
ing for live flesh.

Within the locker
doors you'll find some
swingin' gear. Not
only do you look good
obliterating zombies
to a fleshy pulp, but
your armpits won't be
quite as sweaty.

Why it's Brad
Zwikker, from the
original Resident
Evil. Unfortunately,
he doesn't look any
better since getting
pecked by crows, and
he's kinda hungry.

Leon will have two
extra outfits to
change into: training
camis or a James Dean-
ish leather jacket
and blue jeans. Claire
get a romping, lasso-

ing cowgirl gettup.

ft
. 1

Possessing incredi-

ble toughness and
remarkable quickness
for a zombie, Brad
won't go down after
the first few bullets
you fire... or even
after the next few.

Simply put, you're

going to need either
more ammo to kill him,
or become very profi-
cient in the knife.
When death finally
becomes him, search
his body for the
Special Key.

After taking the
Special Key from Brad,
you turn around just
to make sure he's down
for the count. With
renewed confidence,
enter the Police
Station where the trek
has just begun.

Claire's western
themed clothing comes

with, at no extra cost,

an old Colt six-shoot-

er. Claire will even
fire it from the hip,
like a true cowgirl
would. Yee-haw!

Oh.. I forgot to

mention the optional
SWAT team gear that
both Claire and Leon
can wear... wait a
darn minute. . . there
isn't such a thing!
Who's that man pic-

tured to the left cre-

ating a messy hill of

assorted, bloody, zom-

bie limbs with that large hand cannon. Is he

friend or foe of our heroes? Will he give a help-

ing hand in the game? Or will he plague Claire

and Leon in their escape from this hell on Earth?
Actually, the character causing mass carnage
above is one of the secret characters in the game.

"One of the secret characters in the game?’, you

gasp? Yes just one of the few secrets I will be

unable to present to you. . .YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?
GET THE OFFICIAL GAMEFAN BOOK!!

Check us out online at http://www.gamefan.com 29



Tekken 3 is secretly being playtested in

New York! The backgrounds are 2D!! It’s not

out in the States until Christmas next year!

Yep, we've heard many a fine rumor about Namco’s

third installment of its phenomenal fight fest, and

after acquiring some pretty high quality shots of the

30 PERCENT COMPLETE PLAYSTATION version of the

game direct from Namco themselves, we thought

we’d present a little featurette on the PlayStation

version, along with what Namco of Japan has to say

on the subject, and all the current rumor and wild

speculation. Please note that this port-over looks to

be one of the finest seen OF ALL TIME, and we’re

gagging for a playable copy, but for the moment,

here’s what the Tekken 3 experts in the office have

uncovered on the subject.

The arcade Tekken 3 used a souped-up version of

Namco's existing System 1 1 hardware (known imag-

wmmarnmm \ E mt***—— inatively as System 1 2),
ta and this allowed

greater numbers poly-

^ v gons to be thrown

about the screen. For

the PlayStation howev-

_ -• er, Namco of Japan

had no such luxury, and

I the slightly down-sized version is almost

wKt noticeable if you look closely at our
' PlayStation screenshots. Take for example,

the Jun Kazama win pose. Look at Jun's torso, and

you’ll see it’s not quite as well defined and slightly

more angular on the PlayStation version.

Check the Jun Victory shots again. Look at the

hands. You’ll see the fingers are joined and slightly

stumpy on the PlayStation version, (they were sepa-

rate and longer for the arcade version). Could be
Jun’s fighting bandages, but we reckon there’s less

polygons on them there PlayStation fighting folk.

They look slightly smaller, too.

Moving over to Korea for a spot of Tae Kwon Do
with Hwoarang, you’ll see that rather nifty temple

looks a lot smaller on the PlayStation version with a

little bit of detail lost. There’s also talk of the back-

grounds simply being 2D versions of the VF2-style

3D affairs seen in the arcade (the rumor regarding

2D backgrounds came from a very reliable source).

Obviously, we haven’t seen the game in motion yet,

but it looks like the BGs could go either way.

Personally, I reckon the backgrounds will be 3D.

Both the other ports of Tekken have featured

slightly pixelly hit explosions when characters con-

nect their series of crushing techniques, and this

conversion looks to be no different. Check Mr
Phoenix and his yellow halo of punishment. This

looks to be more pixelly, as do the shards and

sparkles of light from Jun's uppercut (hey, at

least the shards and sparkles are in there!)?

Official word on these screenshots came
directly from Mr Takanaka; Advisor in Namco's

PAUL

30



Consumer Sale Division: "We have been quite secre-

tive about Tekken 3 since April. Finally, we can show

you the pictures of Tekken 3. Currently, the comple-

tion of the game is about 30 percent. Although

because of the difference between the arcade spec

and the PlayStation spec, we have problems. But

everything is going well! We cannot tell you the

release date of the game [in Japan] and the details

of the game [Survival mode, CG openings, et cetera]

right now, but we are trying to achieve a complete

conversion of the Tekken 3 arcade to the

PlayStation. Please wait for further news!"

Finally, Namco have stated that the game could ship

in the U.S. directly after the March launch in Japan

(although, we reckon that release date could slip).

Flowever, sources have also stated that Namco may
delay the launch over here until Summer 98 or even

later to cash in on more consumers and heightening

the hype. Obviously, we want a U.S. translation ASAP,

but it’s up to Namco Hometek to deliver the product

on time, or after

months of drooling

anticipation.

Whatever the deci-

sion, look to

GameFan to continue

ROUND I

HWOARANG

to provide you with

the finest quality

shots and informa-

tion on what is surely

to be the greatest

console beat-'em-up

of 1998. We ll be

back Rave Warring

very soon! CH

HAMBLETON
Yep! ALL

PlayStation shots!

More Namco

magic! Behold tjje

third Rave War!*?

BB13!M H I H IWMfWW
ran^nmmPlayStation



many different types of personal weaponry, loads of different cars (ranging from crappy pick-ups to awesome Lamborghinis), and three differ-

ent cities, each with two zones. The first few missions are easy enough to get to grips with, but from then on in, the game really starts to tax your

would-be naughty thinking skills. Police force members will soon get wise to you if you mindlessly gun down innocent civilians, so discretion and stealth are

the keys to an early success.

Now then, myself and Wolfie have been fighting to get our hands on this game, so we decided to write a double feature. No doubt he will

try to convince you that he is better at GTA than I am. Do not believe him. After all, who could really doubt the criminal mind ofThe Guvnor???

Oh yeah, don’t get on your high moral horses about this game. It’s not real, it’s not gonna corrupt people and the outrageous adult language

and game content means you’ll have to be 17 or over to buy it. The industry needs more games like this. It’s a fine polished product, and

deserves to sell bucket-loads. TG

—^ ;/
3

=syo >'— imm't. - .I.— '— »

ill

\ \

m

I I I This game is one of

| I
the finest titles I

| | | CLCL • • have played all year.

Whilst controversial in it's theme, GTA has some of the best.

action-packed gameplay of recent times. Already released in

the UK and Europe, it met with frosty response from the

censors. It basically involves your character (an up and com-

ing criminal) participating in various taboo, underworld

felonies. You are instructed by different gang bosses to carry

out these crimes in exchange for money and status. Missions

include rival gang assassination, drug-running, murder-one,

car-jacking, bombing and every other type of dodgy, criminal

activity that you can think of.

The game perspective is an overhead view of a city, and your

little man runs round carrying out his tasks with incredible

efficiency. The graphical style is very reminiscent of the old

Atari classic game called APB, but this time, instead of uphold-

ing the law, you are constantly trying to break it! GTA features



I

’m driving down the streets of New York. I’m just beat-

in’ the hell out of my new Viper Coupe. So what, I just

stole it five minutes ago anyway. “Hmm”, I think to

myself as I ram an ambulance onto the sidewalk,’Tve never
it IE

driven one of these before.” I quickly yank out the driver

and I’m on my merry way, gleefully sounding the sirens

and running red lights (as well as over pedestrians). But

the cops in this town don’t take kindly to this sort of

behavior, and soon I’m being chased by one of NY’s
finest. I take a wrong turn and lose control, rear-ending

a taxi. The cop is out of his car guns blazing as I'm

backing away from the cab. I have no choice but to

run him over. Splat! “Hmm...” That cop car is start-

ing to look pretty nice. I take it. Oh man is it fast, too.

I hear over the police band they’re after me. I blow
through an intersection and two squad cars pick up
my tail. A quick left and...”Oh no! A road block!” I s

smash through, taking out a boy in blue in the

process. “Sorry.” The adrenaline is really pumping
as I slam head-on into a blue-and-white. Two
more block my rear. I get out,“What the Hell, I

got a machine gun.” It’s raining bullets; mine and

theirs. Cops are dropping like flies, squad cars

exploding. I might just make it. I make a break for

it, but I take a bullet and go down like a sack of dirt.

“Oh well. I did deserve this.”

No this isn’t the 9 O’clock news or a scene from the

sequel to the movie, Heat. It’s the latest game from
Britain, Grand Theft Auto, and one of the most fun

games I have played in a while. It’s an over head view of

of a city, (this level happens to be New York, but

there’s levels in L.A. and Miami as well) with the

perspective reminding one of those high speed pur-

suits as seen on the nightly news.

Guest reviewer

You have the ability to “car-jack” any vehicle you desire. You can upgrade

autos whenever the desire hits you. There’s plenty of look-alikes ofVettes,

Vipers, Lamborghinis (omigodisthiscarfast), trucks, buses, etc., all ripe for the

taking. But be careful, as aforementioned behavior will attract the law.

Once with wheels, you then get directed to the phones by means of a float-

ing arrow that you follow. You then get sent on missions, or “jobs”, by such

wonderfully whacked people as crime bosses and drug dealers. So you’re off

on your various assignments: stealing taxis for a bank job, going on drug runs,

offing people that know too much, blowing up Police precincts... you know,

every day type stuff. Along the way you find crates with power-ups such as

weapons, ammo etc., and things that help you complete your goal. I often just

found myself just looking for trouble for the sheer fun of it.

It seems ridiculous to even have to say this, but kids, PLEEZ, do not try this

at home! Look, the things you do in this game are just plain wrong, bottom
line, but that is exactly what makes GTA such a blast. And if you don’t know
the difference between right and wrong yet, you shouldn’t even be let out of

your house and your parents should be publicly slapped. I guess I feel the

need to pre-defend this game because of all the politically correct 90s wrath

it will surely attract. In other words, if this game encour-

ages you to go deal crack and hijack school buses, then

Buddy, you’ve had problems long before this came out. 0 I

E

There’s reality and there’s fantasy. / know the difference,

AND THIS GAME ROCKS! Now I know the

Guvnor thinks he can out do me, but f ,«

I got the insanity down to a sci-

ence! Besides, we all know
what pansies those Brits are. /sfj
Snatch this game up quick, ' 4*.

before its banned in all 50 *

PlayStation

GUVNOR
You’ll never take me
alive, copper! You

hear?!

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 33
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A product of the Raizing

development group of Japan,

Bloody Roar is yet another in a

seemingly endless stream of 3D fighters to grace Sony's "eat 'em

with a smile" world-beater. Known mostly for their searingly hot

shooters in the Japanese market (and hardcore blast-'em-up fans

abroad) this is their first crack at, arguably, the genre of the nineties

(although RPGs may yet have something to say about

. that). And what a shot it is! Taking what
f

, they felt to be the best parts of fighting

games from the past five years and adding f

their own unique twist, this could be THE PS
j

fighting game of '98.

* Seeing as how this is a preview, I . t
" 'll do the best I can to curb my W

rabid love of this strikingly Wr
\ v A/ incredible game. All of this is I

based on my experience with the Jffr~W - utterly insane alpha rev that

Jam arrived in my 'weary to death of

r 3D fighters'



ft LM-t.

^ hands recently. I figureV it may be payback for all ft rif) fefijefJfe.
^iP' the other 3D fighters I’ve i, . *

had to endure in recent

months (hazing for the _ _ * -Mg
. Sja filWfcn,

rookie, don’t ya know).
’

The gameplay is an
(
.

*

amazing amalgamation 51
of assorted assaults

(whew!). It features elements of VF and Tekken (of course)

along with a heaping helping of Fighting Vipers along for the

ride. The combat is juggle intensive, with combos in excess of

20 hits already apparent. And while this may elicit snorts of deri-

sion, with the implication that it isn’t much of a ’serious’ fighter, that is far

from the case. See, the only way you're going to get combos like that is if

you activate the single most innovative feature in a fighter in a long time

and then take one more step.

The single most intense feature in this title is the ability for each and

every character to transform—on the fly—into an anthropomorphic alter-

ego. For example, Yugo can 'morph' into a werewolf provided his beast

bar is filled sufficiently. This is accomplished through traditional super

bar power up means: Beating on your opponent usually does the trick

quite nicely. Once 'beastorized',

attacks become that much more pJ,”

ferocious and fantastic. Tooth and 1

nail come into play and with the

optional blood turned on, it gets ^
quite crimson in short order.

This also opens up the ability to
*

ML have your 'beastorized' character
~

V activate hyper mode, much as . . _

GRDQ



i n r

This

faster

Fighting Vipers ,

allows for even
_ x-imt

movement and insane combos; ^ ]

/» j ^
juggle your foes into oblivion (20+ hit combo mad-

,
ness!). You can, however, disable hyper mode in the ^

fr*
4,- +* options menu.

Taking a further cue from Fighting Vipers, it is possible to _
knock an opponent out of whatever arena the battle takes

place in. While this can tend to get aggravating, as the more cheesy (or just >

plain bad) players will abuse this; simply attempting to 'ring out' for victory <grrr>.

However, this can also be adjusted in the options allowing for either no destruction or final

round breaking only.

While I'd like to rave about the graphics and music for a good long while, that will S
have to wait for the full review. Taking a look at the various screenshots around ^
these pages will probably convince you of the visual assault this game presents.

. i.^rmkmas

And if I further told you that it all runs at upwards of 60 FPS with amazing W.v i

transparencies, you'd probably be drooling even more. Simply put, this is the

best looking fighter to grace the PS yet— better even than the mighty Tobal 2.
-fry fr.

The music comes in arcade (in Japan it debuted as a System U-style title) and

arranged flavors and is decent as are the vari- ^
ous sound effects-

CfflLLEKGEP
we'll get to all of that in

greater detail come the actual review.

As it stands, this looks to be the best PS fight-

er in many moons. Seeing as how we get the
J!

royal thumb-nose on Tobal 2, it's nice to see

this one getting the full Sony treatment. I'll be

back with the full-on review in the next issue.

Until then, sit tight and prepare for

, . ,
the best domestically released PS

JjWjf fighter since Soul Blade. ECM

GRE 1
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example on its way over from PC-Land: Broken Sword, by

T»HQ. Proving that they are capable of doing excellent

games after falling face-down with Vs,T»HQ recovers its

footing with weeble-wobble-like grace.

Broken Sword (I’d abbreviate it, but...) plays almost
exactly like countless examples of the genre on PC from
Lucas and Sierra: Point and click your way across the

various ‘hot spots’ in the hope of solving various puzzles

so that new areas open up; nothing new and revolution-

after getting stuck for a few hours (at which

j5?BU point you may be wreathed in your own torn

out hair) the solution will hit you, at which

?7T T )' point you can start kicking yourself—hard

—

for missing it in the first place.

The story casts you as George Stobbard,

clueless Californian extraordinaire. After almost

f"J'
getting blown to itsy-bitsy pieces while enjoying a

pfe® JB&il brief repast at a wonderful little Paris cafe, replete

I '

|
"W y with singing birds, good coffee, and a rather volup-

tuous French waitress with a penchant for drink.

After the cafe erupts into flames due to the deeds

|

of a particularly nasty clown (yes, the type you find

j
in a circus, frightening children), George is off on a

quest to solve the murder of the apparent target

of said bomb blast. Essentially it’s a murder mystery, although it becomes much more
than that as the game progresses. Also very important to note is the ^
witty sense of humor prevalent throughout the game

—

jokes about
Europeans abound (mostly French vs. English stuff). So as not to spoil

I

things too much—that’s what the review is for—let’s move on. jjSj ja'- i'

The graphics and music are terrific. The game and all the characters Wife I II

are rendered in traditional cel animation, and move with tremendous flu-
j

idity and detail- -many thanks to the developer for this rare boon in the
super-saturated world of gratuitous polygons. The backgrounds also fea-

ture great attention to detail and feature a beautiful painted look. The
music, which is mostly atmospheric, fits the game like a glove.

Not much more I can say at this point other than thank God! It’s

about time we were bestowed another game of this obvious quality.

We’ll delve further into the mystery of the Broken Sword in the next
issue. ’Till then, viva la France ! ECM

•he “next-gen” systems have been a cold,

I cruel place to the graphic adventure

1 game; much like the reception GF eds

receive on the equally cold and cruel ’Net (ya

need flame-proof attire if you venture out there).
if/ nf i

- : a
While there has been representation of most

|
PC-spawned genres, with exception to the pret-

1 ty decent Discworld games, it’s been as dry as

^
Reubus’ sense of humor for this PC standby,

r Well, it took some doing, but here’s another fine

PREVIEW PlayStation [,W,1 II.PII ^TTiTtTwiTIm

ECM
Viva La

\ Difference!
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A big part of Rascal is finding

keys to open corresponding

doors. Vast interiors await that

will astound and amaze even

the most polygonally impaired!

The first thing that grabbed me about Rascal is the insane

lighting. Forget that the polygonal environments are too high /a

-res looking to exist, (they look freakin’ phenomenal) they are

also extremely beautifully lit and brilliantly textured. jrf
The music's pumpin’, there are sBL

'

colored keys to find for

corresponding doors A Ir
and I'm a happy
camper... indoors...

with no tent... and a v ^
cold Pepsi... and a

PlayStation. So I’m not

a camper. I am happy. As
you set fourth in Mario fash-

ion, just when you’re saying to

yourself, “been there, done that”

(although I for one enjoy doing

things I love over and over) you
arrive at a peculiar dead end. Look
down bonehead, it’s a hover board! These sequences turned out

to be but one of quite a few clever diversions, and the game is still a

long way from being done! The action takes place at an astonish-

ing 60 fps pace and is heavily adventure-based although jumping

does often come into play. You must search not only for keys and
pieces of each area’s puzzle but for health and gun power as well.

While doing so, in constantly changing times throughout history,

don't be surprised if you run into some of the best polygonal graph-

ics you’ve ever seen. Rascal is an action/adventure/platform legend in the making.

It has all the necessary ingredients and then some. Stay tuned for a full blown
review just as soon as a final revision arrives. ES

l
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Like any good video game star,

Rascal is an excellent swim-

mer. Find big bubbles to «
keep from drowning, it’s ^
an ugly way to go. 2^

r t o' *

-

4 w
d

Whoa dude, this half pipe is gnarly!

Yeah, and its dark, and wet, and
slimy too. This ain 't no skate park

bro. Actually 1 admire that Rascal

can shred on such a short board!!

V J



O kay, it's official: This is a good month for RPG players. First

we have Final Fantasy Tactics
,
a gorgeous little strate- ^

gy gem with a cool storyline and Square-tastic play-

mechanics. Then we have Tactics Ogre , the fore-run-

ner to most of today's great strategy/RPGs,

and a sound, if somewhat dated classic

investment. Next there's an obscure little

title by the name of Shining Force 2. Bad joke.

This amazing epic has me glued to the x

screen day and night! Ah... then finally we 1

come to Breath of Fire 3, Capcom's long- f
awaited (?) 32-bit sequel, and the subject of

this pre-final preview. Now, BOF 3
may flow at a slightly (ahem) slower [

pace than the current hot-selling US M

i

RPG, FFVII
, but there's definitely ^

enough game here to provide a M
lengthy quest. And while BOF 3
appears to be aimed at a slightly

younger audience, there's no denying ^M^
the old-skool appeal it exudes. You're

not going to find another RPG this "tradi- /

tional" on your PS anytime soon. ^
From a technical point of view, Breath of Fire 3 is a

very good looking game. The rich quality to the 3D play-

fields, when combined with such well animated charac- S
ter sprites, might lead one to believe the game is entire-

ly hand-drawn. Well, at first glance anyway (!). The
frame rate is very high and perfectly consistent at

’They’ re a I ! auardina
t he door . .

.

’M-maybe I should put
it back, huh. Re i

?
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around 30 fps. You can rotate the camera in all directions within

a 45 degree circumference, although not on the fly (you have to

stop moving to look, then it returns to normal).

However, despite the good looks, Breath of Fire 3 is a pret-

ty slow-moving RPG. There’s too much loading (because of

Sie big spells and plenty of animation), and the battles are unex-

citing. Opponents don't make contact with each other (not
jj

even close) except during spells, so the fighters basically
’

v
t

swing their weapons at the air.

This kind of puts a damper on
things, at least in the satisfying

attacks department.

I’ll save hard judgement of

Breath of Fire 3 for the final, how- 1 !

ever. I’m hoping to see better plot .

development deeper into the j|^
game, bigger spells, and better

I

, .. c . , , , x . . .. I hear voices comina
locations. Should I find these from that room

things, expect a glowing review...

Rath learned Charae!

LEARN THE SPECIAL SKILLS!!
When in Combat, your opponents will use many different 'Skills' against you.

Using the Examine command, you can attempt to learn these skills while still

in combat, in-effect stealing them off your foe. It will become your Skill for

good, and is immediately entered into your Skills inventory list. You can even

use it in the same battle, against the opponent you took it from! Use "Skill

Ink" to share these skills with others in your party, if they can use it.

rt 1I hear voices comina It doesn’ t seem riaht
from that room .

.

_ i

pickina on a little

1; doa 1 i ke this. Re i



Data, the so-caLled Save
Monkey, delights children
and GF editors of all ages.
One Look at the little dancing
fellow reduces most to quiver
ing piles of nonsensical, some n
even say primordial, goo.

Finalfyrall you people who complain that I km' Ml
i

Capcom keeps making the same Megaman I Jj L .

game over and over can shut yer yaps.

Megaman Neo is coming and should put to rest any accu- m
sations of complacency within Capcom's creative

department.
jjgjflj

MM Neo throws you into a real time 3D adventure that's =*~~~
about as far removed from previous Megaman titles as can be. JM/

sporting an engine that renders characters to look as if they've

been plucked straight out of an anime. The wide eyed, exag- s|

gerated mouth action is in full effect, and it's quite honestly unlike any- \ 1
•

a-v

thing I've ever seen before. Capcom has tried something different here

and it works beautifully.
" The game itself has Megaman taking on all manner of 3D

thrills, from exploring massive environments and dungeons to bat-

tling some of the most awesome looking polygonal bosses and ene-

mies the PlayStation's ever seen . There is method to the mad-

ness of course, but story specifics and scenarios will wait for the

final review.

I was completely shocked by Megaman Neo. My brief time

with the early Japanese ROM literally floored me. I hadn't

expected Capcom to make such a fun game out of the

.. \ admittedly experimental notion of taking Megaman into

the 3D world, but they have. Yes, this is only a pre-

view, but expect nothing less than raves as soon as

. we are allowed to review a final. SD

It's uncanny how suc-

cessful Capcom
were at creating

what basically jj

amounts to 3D jmS

anime charac- MB
ters. These

incredibly well |
directed real-time \.

cinemas are a high-
*

light of the game.

PlayStation

k
SUBSTANCE 0

' J

It’s all about the

m save monkey!

r>
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THE SEQUEL TO MYST

joy... anyone?). Yeah, so Myst wasn't

the most popular game on the PlayStation,

it was a mega-hit. It attracted a

if 'non-gamers,' and in fact, it's still

on the shelves at most PC game outlets; which is

quite impressive given that it was originally

released in '93. Wow, it has taken upwards of 4

years for Cyan to produce a sequel? Hmmm...

Does that seem like a long wait to you?

Although Riven is not anything new or revolution-

ary, it certainly takes the original to new heights

hould provide fans with many hours of whole-

fun. I stress the word 'many' because the

is huge. It spans across 5 discs (that's right -

;s!) and the puzzles are much more complex

those in Myst. The vastness and variety of

island alone is impressive and there are

many puzzles; some are very straightforward while

others are behemoths. At first, the game might

even seem overwhelming to some, but give it

some time and things will really begin to come

together in a special way...

Don't expect anything Earth shattering when it

comes to play mechanics. You know.. .point, click,

point, click... You will find items now and then

that you can pick up and use, but most of the

time, it's just pointing and clicking. Not exactly

exciting, but then again, Riven is not about fast-

paced action-filled gameplay. It's about atmos-

stream of mind-bending puzzles and its excellent

sense of atmosphere. The rendered environments

are even more impressive than Myst's, and there

are now countless FMV sequences integrated into

the backgrounds that really bring things to life.

Water ripples, animals and people move about,

flying insects flit through the air, and doors open

with smooth authenticity. The game is also less

linear than the first; providing for a great amount

of freedom to roam from place to place without

becoming stuck too often (although you will get

stuck eventually).

I really liked Myst. I spent quite a bit of time with

it when it first was released for the Macintosh and I

had fun the whole way through. I enjoyed the

excellent atmosphere generated by the rendered

graphics, inspiring ambient sounds and music, and

the puzzle solving theme. In essence, Myst was

somewhat of a break from the normal video game

for me. A game that required the use of my brain

without the frenetic button mashing or combo mad-

ness. If you played Myst, and enjoyed it, then I

doubt that Rivenmu disappoint. With 5 CDs

packed with stunning environments, smoothly inte-

grated CG, and sweet audio it is definitely worth a

purchase - that is if this is your type of game.

However, be warned that some of the puzzles will

require quite a bit of brain-power to unravel, so put

on those thinking caps (more like helmets here)

and prepare to rack the noodley thing between your

ears (your



'Thit it S.W.A.T. Hambleton radioing Ln farom Raccoon
City central! Them gothdarned varmint* are
atwarmin' aero ** town, ya> tirree bob! If* a

veritable cacophony o\ corpte carnage a-i mytelh , a
Rookie, police oiiiczK known ai> Leon, and Chri-s' kid
titter load up with pile* ofa highly dangerout
armament*, run about with giddy glee, and plant
custom t hotgun it hell a^ter a hell into hideout
leprout cadaver*! Them there extra tpecial guns came
through; tell Chicago '* Captain Springer that hit
e^ort* have paid o 6 6 ; ol' painlett and mytelfi have
cleaned the main ttreet entirely o& & nothing
apparition* ! Well, thi 4 here butchery ture it
tiring work... and 1 tpy a donut thop! There *4

nothing like the 4 mell o & a ttrong black co^ee afiter
you've wiped the gore and entrail 4 firom ya finger 4...
and fiace! Okay Ernett, I'll have one tugar donut
and a... Ernett? Hey Ernett!! You don't look to
good! Holy heck, where '4 ya other arm?"
"Flethy flethy groooo!!"
"Damn, Ernett! Put your eye back in! Whoa! I

didn’t order a chaintaw with my meal! Hold back ya
crazy &ool! No wait...! Ma minigun ain't warmed up
[yet! Arrgghh!!"

,

"Noooo! < G LUK ! ! !
>"

- Chief Hambleton. Last recorded radio transmission.
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ehold the best-selling PlayStation game of 1998.

Yep, it may only be mid-December of the previous

year, but I already know what every single

PlayStation owner worth his or her salt is waiting

for; another trek into survival horror! Those lucky enough to

catch our previous issue may have uncovered six pages of rabid

Hambleton madness regarding the preview copy of the game.

Well, now we actually have final U.S. versions nestling in

PlayStations throughout the G.F. offices, and as you can imagine;

our fevered wait has more than been worth the sleepless nights

and giddy anticipation. We’re playing Resident Evil 2! At last!

The only question remains; should you be? And of course, the

answer to that question is a resounding and emphatic YES!!

Those seeking weathered prose regarding the startlingly lavish

backgrounds and main game features should know what to

expect (and should have read my ramblings last month); as this

time I’m checking through the salient points which makes this

much more than a mere video game, and more the work of

genius. A full sackload of good points (plus a thimble full of bad

ones) await you in this review, and after tearing apart this mas-

terpiece of suspense and bowel-shuddering terror, you’re hit

with the realization that you’re playing npt just any old sequel, but

perhaps the pinnacle of video gaming/ No, this isn’t a souped-up

Alone in the Dark 4; this is a horrific and monstrous journey into the

mouth of madness itself, a journey so enthralling, ghastly and addic-

tive that you’ll never experience such emotions again this year.

Spectacularly grisly and superbly unique.

One experience the good folk at G.F. are still reeling from are the CG

cinemas. Whoa, baby, are these gonna float your boats, people!

Aside from intermixing the two characters with different introduc-

tions, the actual quality of the motion in all the characters is stunning..

The truly broken endings from Street Fighter EX + Alpha are but a ter-

rible memory, and the titanic crew of Namcoesque proportions have

been drafted in to create the most stunning cut-scenes since Soul

Blade’s pirate galleons. People falls over and get munched. Zombies

crumple, riddled with numerous bullet holes, and all with movement

so real you’d swear you were there (if only the artifacts [which create

a slight pixelly distortion] were lessened). A Raccoon City Police

response vehicle is ‘appropriated’ and rac«d along the streets, and the

effects are mind-blowing. A truck (complete with zombified driver)

strikes a car, spins it out of the way, and careens forth. Prepare your-

self folks, because the CG fun doesn’t end there!

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 47



Later on, the complimentary scenes become all the more enthralling. Grin as two SWAT team members valiantly plug

automatic gunfire into the hide of an advanced tyrant before receiving bloody justice. Guffaw as a Police Chief collaps-

es in a heap of zombie body parts, shooting down his only chance of escape. And gawp at the realism of it all. We’re

talking Toy Story here! Vehicles are as real as you could hope for, and only the stiff mouth motions of the characters

stall your suspension of disbelief. Those who shuddered with excitement at Tekken 2’s introduction and waved their

hands excitedly at Final Fantasy VII are going to be in CG heaven here. Now, if only Leon didn’t look like Iggy Pop in the

introduction, we’d have CG perfection...

The second installment of the Evil introduces a whole load of new characters, as all the folks from the first episode are

either indisposed or splattered across a sewer wall somewhere. You’ve got those B-movie classic dialogues (“so (koff),

you’re the new guy, huh? guess the party was (splutter) canceled...”) which add a little comic relief to the many hours

of intense wandering that awaits, along with Ada Wong and Sherry Birkin to involve in a couple of wanderings. All this

creeping horror (followed by fraught fighting and gore-filled death scenes) is complemented perfectly by a subtle, yet

highly menacing music score. Marvelous evil ambient abounds throughout your trek.

Add to this some pretty involving puzzles, a couple of cool secrets (so far), rendered backdrops that keep on getting

more and more impressive, two different ways through the game on each of the two discs and a ‘zap’ system (which

means decisions in one game influences your next mission) and you’ve got an almost perfect explosion of intense game-

play, jaw-dropping graphics and gruesome visual eviscerations. Did I just write ‘almost perfect’? Yeah, because there’s

a couple of minor problems. Firstly, there’s no real ‘hero’ or ‘heroine’ to guide through the game. Leon and Claire are

all fine and dandy, but they’re not Heihachi Mishima or Lara Croft, are they? They just weren’t... charismatic enough for

me. More unfortunate still however, is the ease in which any competent gamer will complete this game...

48
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Many thought the first Evil too difficult (not GameFan, I may add), and Capcom seem to have listened; there’s a Rookie mode obscene-

ly easy (“starting with 150 bullets? Okay!”), especially as this game’s geared to those gamers over the age of 17... The regular mode?

Expect to finish it in under three hours. Nope, not 25 or more like FF VII, but THREE hours. You can breeze through the ‘re-mix’ of the

game in around an hour-and-a-half, so be warned; enjoy every single rendered location! Of course there’s the two characters (and

remixed versions of their quests) to play through, but again, you’ll be familiar with 95 percent of all the locations, and the main quests

are always extremely similar (but with different main enemies and different item placement). Unfortunately, the final boss is also hor-

ribly easy to defeat, leading to a slightly unfulfilled conclusion to the game... and a few more tyrants wouldn’t have gone amiss either.

However, when you stand flabbergasted at the whole package (two CDs!! CG cut scenes from beyond the stars! Backdrops so real

your eyes hurt! Monstrous animation! A whole host of shambling critters and spectacular mutations only the insane could have cre-

ated!), these quibblesome points are merely contestable hot air. Real fanatics are going to get weeks of enjoyment from this title, and

as the game goes, video titles don’t come more polished than this. Perhaps the months of anticipation had left it’s mark; we never

wanted this game to end! Take a week out of your schedule, lock yourself in an attic somewhere and play until your eyes and fingers

bleed. A titanic trek into terror!

- Chief Hambleton R. I. P.
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TERRIFYINGALTERNA TE COSTUMES UNCOVEREDU
Found the helicopter pilot yet? And what about the fabled Tofu character (1 kid you not)? This time

around, Resident Evil fans have a little more in the way of secret areas and characters to uncover.

Longevity is always a key issue in a game of this magnitude, and Capcom have thought long and hard

on how to squeeze that extra hour of gaming time from your lives. What this essentially means, is

that there’s extra outfits for Leon and Claire (we’re particularly taken with the Redfield cowgirl

ensemble, complete with a six-shooter fired from the hip!), a couple of extra characters to locate for

bonus goodies, and the usual array of outrageous weapons to uncover and use at your leisure. Ah,

the hum of the minigun...
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DO YOUDO... CTHULHU?
We touched on the gibbering entities of the Resident Evil 2 world

last issue, but after completing the game on numerous occasions, we
thought we’d show you some rather fine and dandy ‘other bosses’.

Taking Umbrella genetic experiments and pouring G virus down their

throats, there’s a veritable Cthulhu mythos of jabbering and frothing

flesh. Sure, you’ve got your 30 foot alligators and your various zom-

bie types, but the real stars of the show lie waiting later into your

trek. We were delighted with numerous real-time cut-scenes which

included an infected victim’s shoulder exploding into a huge mound
of quivering flesh complete with a huge eyeball, a small facehugger

type of ‘thing’, which mutated into a howling deviant not seen since

the last John Carpenter movie, a couple of outrageously well animat-

ed Tyrants, and the real star of the show; the final abomination. This

alligator/Yog-Sothoth cross-breed really epitomizes the splendor

and graphical prowess on offer here. Shame it’s so easy to kill...
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Namco's Latest Miracle Is

Indeed A Wonder

k.

Having played video games most of my life, I

remember a Namco whose best efforts were spent
on first-person shooters headed for the arcade and
games like Splatterhouse and Rolling Thunder.
You’d think I’d mention Pacman but sorry, I just

never got around to it... there was always an
Asteroids or Tron machine in close proximity...

Anyway, all I’m trying to say is don’t be
shocked by Klonoa, because before Tekken
(yes there was life before Tekken) Namco
made a bunch of cool platformers and

HPft. * ^ * £ *
'V

M l

action adventures. This is their first notable polyg-

onal one though, and at the same time it’s their firsj

foray into the Sonic-like little fury creature genre]

one that can prove quite lucrative if done correctly

which is sadly (more often than not) not the case.

But this is Namco so I’ll blow the whole bleedin’

(how British!) thing right now by saying you
could (could but shouldn’t) stop read-

ying right now and just go buy
Klonoa, it’s friggin’ awesomeTF^'

/ • ^ Now for those of you still with me,

REVIEW

PlayStation

in of players

-

i

DIFFICULTY - INTERMEDIATE

AVAILABLE - 1ST 0. '98

E. STORM
GOD, I HOPE THERE’S

MORE WHERE THIS

CAME FROM!



here’s why. Let’s start with the intro. Okay...

okay, PS thumpy sound bite... yeah-yeah, the

Namco logo... huh, wh- wh- wha- what’s this?!

Oh my Lord it’s CG so completely amazing I’m

goina|to soil my trousers!! The first time you
seejgfenoa's intro you may well cry. Get the

pid(ttre? Good. Now, on with the game.
Ajggr heart, Klonoa is a tried and true plat-

for^Tr filled with jumps and harder jumps,
laced with obstacles and interactive enemies
and at the end of every level (or in Klonoa’s
cafe “Visions”) a massive guardian awaiting.

vSyjhose basics as a foundation, and not the

b^Psior the entire game (as so many develop-

ers would have you endure) jite proceed. First,

the jumping. Jumping, A simple enough task

r _ * ~
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Klonoa grabs and lifts his bloated enemies
overhead and then uses them for either target

practice or to launch from in mid air. Klonoa’s
elephantile ears also allow him to hover and so
eventually, you’ll find yourself using various

techniques in sequence to attain the harder-to-

reach items and secret areas. Obstacles play a

major role in the action as well. The level

designers have done a spectacular job erecting

polygonal pillars laced with moving parts and
multiple layers as well as inner domains
packed with puzzle elements. When it all comes
together in vivid color at 60 fps, well, it’s hard

to describe how amazing
Klonoa really is. It’s as
complete an overall pack-
age as the genre has seen
thus far.

Besides the genius level

design, much attention
has been paid to the
bosses as well.

Appearing in either cir-

cular 3D or head-on as
shown on the previous
page, they are not only

Monumental 3D boss fighting in a 2.5 D
game at 60fps! It’s powered by Namco and

packed with furry fun for all ages. It just

doesn’t get any better.

ISjIfjg
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aesthetically wondrous but quite challeng-
ing as well, often exhibiting small weak
points which Ktonoa must breach one at a

time, along the lines of those in StarFox.
Musically too the game excels, pouring out
appropriately cheerful or throbbing
melodies depending on the situation at

hand. The control is pinpoint accurate and
the interaction with the game's inhabitants
(though in Japanese presently) seems not
only at home but quite whimsical as well. I

can hardly wait to play Klonoa in English
and uncover all of its secrets.

Klonoa: Door to Phantomile is a refreshingly

brilliant looking and playing platformer riddled

with multiple paths, objects to find and use,

creative environments to explore, and endless

play value. It is definitely one of those games
that just feels right in your hands. I can’t rec-

ommend it highly enough. m
Do come and see what
else Namco are great

at! And then we
can begin praying

for a sequel! ES TOH STORM,
YOU'RE SO STRONG!



W hile doing the preview for FF Tactics and spending many,

many hours playing this great game, I was torn:

Although the gameplay itself was fantastic and

right there with the best of the genre, the story itself

was flat-out busted. It seemed as if it was translat-

ed by a random newcomer in the PR department
with the newest edition of Webster’s Japanese to

Engrish Dictionary, rather than Square’s usually

ace localizers. The translation was shoddy, and

most of the feeling of the story was lost with no hope
of salvation—Waka had to be rushed to the nearest

hospital after the initial shock. However, with the final

rev it appears that Square pulled through and delivered

a phenomenal translation with perhaps the single most seri-

ous storyline ever devoted to a domestically released RPG-
those that bemoan the fate of many a Japanese RPGs being lost

amid a sea of bad jokes and intelligence insulting changes, this

is just what the doctor ordered. In fact, it’s as if Sony and

Square even respect the intelligence of the English-speaking

gamer and haven’t mucked around with the story in any mate'

rial way! I know, I’m in shock too!

Generally speaking, strategy RPGs are not famous for

their epic storylines; they usually takes a back

seat to the turn-based combat. In this case,

however, Square went all the way
and crafted a scenario well

beyond the dreams of most
RPGs. Taking the role of

Ramza, heir to the Beoulve

name, you’re a young tyro in

the Hokuten Knights Corp.
Disillusioned early on by

inter-class strife that costs

him the life of a loved one and
a dear friend, he hits

Jmt~~

mercenary tra

Embroiled in politic;

turmoil, he is branded
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1

PMOPiB SQUARE

[PUBLISHER - SCEA

iAUflILABlE - NOWFORMAT CD
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Better than

FFVII? In my
deranged

opinion; YES!! A
Play5tation

a heretic by the church and has to discover the truth behind a massive plot

to unseat the current ruling family and supplant it with a puppet govern-

ment. Much of this goes on behind the scenes and is presented in a series of

rousing vignettes showing the various goings on of the more shady charac-

ters. There are moments of joy: Ramza and Teta sharing a tender moment;
sadness, as Ramza mours for his lost friend, Delita; and that’s just the tip of

emotional iceberg; you will truly care for each character as the game
climax.

Gameplay is reminisent of Quest’s Tactics Ogre. Actually, this game IS

Ogre with a different story and better graphics. Roam around the land

Ivalice, fighting battle after battle of strategic combat. Pick your units at

the outset and bring foes down by the blade or the awesome might of magic.

Move your characters around the map with the typical ‘movement squares’

seen in every other strat RPG, attacking when in range and such. Nothing

radically new, but it’s all carried out incredibly well. In fact, the sheer num-
ber of character classes and options available may at first overwhelm. Fret

not, however, as after some intimate time with the instruction manual and

online tutorial all will be made clear

As for visual punch, well, you’ve never seen a strategy RPG that looked this

fantastic. Each polygonal environment screams along at 60 FPS with intense

spell effects and sprite-based characters. It’s a match made in graphic heav-

en with none of the usual oil and water effect associated with mixing polys

sprites. Everything has that Vandal Hearts-like ‘hand drawn but they’re

really textured polys’ look taken to the extreme. The characters exhibit a

huge range of emotions - everything from utter bliss to the depths of depres-

sion - it’s quite remarkable actually, and goes to show that polys aren’t the

answer when it comes to the expression of emotion (at least not yet). Magic

effects are stunning, with streamed summon spells approaching the power of

Final Fantasy VII but at a much higher frame rate; 4X higher to be exact. It’s

probably the most graphically impressive RPG you’ll see for many moons.

And while the graphics are quite beautiful, it’s the music that truly steals

the show. Featuring perhaps the single best implementation of PCM ever,

it’s a stirring orchestral score that rouses the emotions and carries you

away on wings of light to lands of utter majesty (Ed’s Note:Thank you Mr. NY
Times music critic). I have no clue as to who composed it but whomever he

(or she) is has the PS sound board hummin’ like NEVER before. It’s the

first time I’ve ever been tempted to go out and purchase ‘game music’

which I normally abhor.

Amid all of this splendor, there are a few flies in the proverbial ointment.

For starters, you can only have five characters in a party during any given bat-

tle. This means that if there are two NPCs (non-player characters, for those

of you that managed to skip D&D in junior high, ya know those of you that

had lives) you only get to select three characters. In Ogre you could have up

to ten, and it does make battles somewhat more limiting—especially consid-

ering the enemy suffers from no such hindrance (armies of angry chocobos

are the bane of my existence). Also, in order to preserve the extremely high

frame rate, the environments themselves are much more limited than most
other strat RPGs. Vandal Hearts and Ogre both feature much larger locales.

Whoa! Those two pages went by faster than Glitch through a six-pack... of

Coke. Anyway, buy this the moment you lay eyes on it. Waka and I enjoyed

it more than a certain other Square classic; and no, neither of us is mentally

ill (well maybe Waka, but not me, no sir). Fifty hours and then some of game-
play await the stout of heart and sound of mind—this is not something you

can afford to miss; noses or not... ECM
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trolling into

*2,

iy cubicle one

sunny Monday morning, I was alarmed to dem
three of GF’s resident UK-spawned editors fighting

tooth and nail over a particularly shiny njp ROM. Doing

what any level-headed American lad would when confronted

with multiple raving Brits, I simply picked up the P/A and
stated, “Fried foods and warm beer— all you can eat in the

conference room”. And as the last of the rabid rotten-tooths

(well, so I hear anyway) stampeded from my V-
cubicle in search of deep-fried manna and alco

hol-induced euphoria, I finally had a chance to

catch a glance at what all the ruckus was about:

Micro Machines V3, developed by CodeMaste
in the UK, and coming to the US under Mi

considerable auspices.

MM V3 (version 3?) is the latest in a long run^

ning line of top-down racers and the first for

Sony’s PS based on the popular US toy line. It

came out about six months ago in the UK, and

like all other MM games prior to it, sold in

droves. And in this case, thankfully, it deserved to receive

much of the acclaim and sales it garnered (unlike a certain

Rally game, which shall remain nameless). And while it’s a

good one-player diversion, whole new dimensions of (dare I

say it) bliss open up in multi-player mode. It would seem
important to note, again, that Midway is the company
responsible for bringing it across the pond. Bravo guys.

i

AO O
irwfonn

REVIEW

more of these and less MK can only be a positive step

towards admitting you have a problem (heh, heh. A joke).

fhis^ is played from a top-down perspective, with mini

motors racing across various ‘environments’ such as pool

tables, school desks, and a messy laboratory all the while try-

ing to stay ahead of the three computer opponents out to end

your quest for first place. While doing laps around the various

tracks, pick-ups are scattered about that will

increase speed, enable weapons (missiles, mines,

etc.), and grant you the mallet of doom (a weapon
that Thor would be proud to wield). And while it

doesn’t sound much different or better than count-

less racers from the past (don’t mention Rush
Hour), it’s super-addicting and fun in the extreme.

While it’s a good time killer for one player, it’s

the rabidly frothing clutches of the multi-player

mode that will convince you of the Utter playabil-

ity of this (ctiche time) ‘gem’. The pleasure that

isyou can derive from this game in such modes i

PlayStation

ECM
It would seem

Midway has

discovered

a gem. ^

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.co
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bn par with such multi-player ‘deities’ as Bomberman, Poy-Poy, and FirePro Wrestling ; it’s

that good. And what exactly is it about the multi-player game that makes it so enthralling?

Well, instead of utilizing seperate screens for each of the up to eight (!) players, you’re all

on the screen at once; fall behind and it’s over. This all makes for some insanely competi-

tive action. Hell, a bunch of GF eds have been playing this game for nearly a fortnight,

screaming and laughing the whole time and loving every minute of it. This even with X-Men
vs Street Fighter having just arrived.

As for aesthetic value, well, it looks good but not fantastic. Each of the levels and vehM
cles are composed of texture-mapped polygons. And while it’s all rather basic looking,

there is some nice lighting here and there with non-stop, frantic action— the reflex-

impaired may need to look elsewhere (Mysf fans need not apply). The music is okay, but a

little too cutesy and bouncy to be of any real value, although you won’t be able to hear it

over your friends yelling and screaming, thankfu llyT^^”*!^JjlJLIUJjl
So it looks like Midway could have a super-solid sleeper hit on their hands. Alas, I

only say sleeper as really cool and unique games almost never get the notice they

deserve. I just hope you folks out there in game land have enough foresight to know a

good thing when ya see it. At the very least it would go a long way to showing Midway
that we’ll buy something that doesn’t have gallons of blood flowing from every orifice.

Yeah, I’d say this one’s a keeper. ECM

Check us out online at - hTfp://www. gamefan.com



My first knowledge of Tactics Ogre wasfrom seeing ads in

variousJapanese magazinesfor it's release on the PlayStation.

I really liked the artfor the game,and the girl shownfri the ad
reminded me ofi/llisfrom Phantasy Starfor some odd reason.

Pater, I came tofind out thatfltlus was planning to release the

game here in the PIS, and thatpeaked my interest even more

(asjffltus is one*bfmyfavorite third-party companies). I also

thought that the game might be a good way to get into the *

strategy genre, a line ofgames thatlhad not really gotten into

L in the past savefor afew select titles (such as Warsong). So

my interested was raise^whenwe received a “reviewable”
"

fr copy of Tactics Ogre,freshly sent to us by.jlllus I S. ./Ill, time
"3 to immerse myself in the war ofa nation, to take my place as

the head, of a valiant rebellionfor peace against the evil tyrant

that threatens my home, to leadjny valiant Metal Knights to

victory and honor!

Taffies Ogre is a strange game, sofar as the reception that it

will getfrom gamers here in the
;
MS. The problem lies in that

the game is 16-bit - it’s on the PlayStation, but every aspect of

the game is straightfrom the Super jfSS,from the graphics

and character sprites to the music and sound effects, jffctually,

let me re-phrase part of that, bemuse the game’s non-

PlayStationfeel really isn’t a “problem.” I’m not one who

demandsfancy polygons or next-generation special

effects all over the place (remember, I’m the J\eomGeo
freak ofG-T), but ther'e are many people out there

who do, and they may not give Ogre the look that if*

deserves because of this. This really shouldn ’t be a,

factor in your decision on whetheMo try the game,

Bbecause a worthy game is a worths game, no matter

what system it is on (or seems to be on, in this case).

Getting to the game itself, Tactics is a good little strat-

egy game. Jpou sit down with it, you invest your time

mgnd patience in. playing and building up your team,

and you are rewarded with challenging battles and a

» good storyline to help move everything along. It cov-

ers all of the required strategy game aspects, rounding

out a complete package, but it does alwaysfeel like

they could have done a little more with the game (per-

sonally, I would have liked the option to add a little

more perqpnality to my generic troops), ffllso, the

game occasionally suffers due to not being able to

rotate the battlefields h get better views ofhard to see

characters (something that finalfantasy Tactics,

Ogre’s 32-bit twin brother, thankfully has). Jlowever,

Tactics Ogre has one big strong point that fTTcan ’t

claim; it has larger battlefields, and more characters

per side (ten in Ogre versusfive in fJ'T.

Ifyou’re not tumg up on fancy graphics and
Pedbook pmsic, and you’re lookingfor a new strategy

game to live out those dreams ofcausing the death of

hordes ofenemy troops, give Tactics Ogre a shot. It’s

a. bit quaint by today’s standards, but it’s also quality,

and worthy ofsome time well spent. S

SHID0SHIV2.0

Hey Sisteena...

“let us cling

together”...

heh heh



COMING SOON: PLAYSTATION

The first truly new Road Rash since the 3DO’s popular

version is on its way to PS. The so called Road Rash 3D
features an all new engine, providing for more realistic

physics and environments with much enhanced graph-

ics, including actual motion captured bikes and riders.

There will be four new gangs to battle and EA claims that

more than 200 miles of racing environment will be in the

game. Look for Road Rash 3D in the Spring of ’98.

ST QTR. ‘98

Wonderful feeling! There’s

virtually no need to long for

video gaming’s past when we
keep getting these arcade

classics compilations. The

latest edition of Atari’s

Greatest Hits includes a

great selection of old

favorites: Marble Madness,

Gauntlet, Crystal Castles,

Paperboy, Road Blaster, and

Millipede. Those of you han-

kering for a heapin’ hunk of

old burning joy should defi-

nitely keep an eye peeled.

Need For Speed 3
• RACING •

In near record time, Electronic Arts will be bringing you the latest in their highly successful line of Need For Speed

lies. NFS III will feature eight all new licensed cars, including a Ferrari 550 (pictured here), an Italdesign BMW
zca <22, and a Lamborghini Diablo SV, with more cars to be added as development progresses, and will include

new modes of play, including a pursuit mode, in which a team of law enforcement officials are hot on your arse and

will stop at nothing to punish you for

your speeding ways by setting up

road blocks, laying spikes around,

and tirelessly chasing you.

Graphically, NFS III goes way
beyond its predecessor with some

incredible light sourcing (the work-

ing headlights are impressive to say

the least) and highly detailed

streamed environments. Look for

NFS III in or around March of 1998.
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KNIGHTMARE
Incredible 2D

gaming... with

extra sugar on

top!

Cj

Island. The Marvelous Tree

.of Mirth has been stolen

by Baby Bowser, weakening all

the Yoshis, and allowing Bowser

to lock the entire world in a

magical picture book. However, at

a remote edge of the island, six baby

Yoshis have hatched a plan. By eating as

much fruit as possible, they believe they

will be filled with happiness. Once happy,

they can move through the book to the

last page and reclaim the Marvelous Tree of

Mirth, thus returning the island to its nor-

mal state. Hey, at least it makes a change

from the usual ‘kidnapped princess’ riff.

Yoshi’s Story is a very special game.

More special than perhaps many of you

may at first realize. It is not just the

sequel to Yoshi’s Island (although that in

itself is cause for celebration). It is the

first N64 2D offering to be overseen by

Shigeru Miyamoto—the creator of the 2D

platform genre as we know it. in his life-

time, Mr. Miyamoto has ‘forgotten’ more

about designing 2D platform games than

you or I will ever know, and his track

record in this area is simply without equal

in the history of video games. He has

since gone on to make equal innovations

in the world of 3D design, but that hasn’t

of loyal Nintendo fans

from requesting, nay, demanding a true

64-bit 2D platformer from the godfather

of the genre. And with Yoshi’s Story that’s

exactly what they’ve got.

The first thing you’ll notice when you

fire up Yoshi’s Story are the aesthetics.

Yoshi’s Story looks like you’d expect a 64-

bit 2D game to look like—incredible.

Forget any visions you may be having of

Mischief Makers (which I still love), this is

the real deal. The rendered characters

move with an uncanny degree of fluidity,

particularly Yoshi, and the backgrounds

(which range from papier mache to a

cross-stitch quilt) are both imaginative

and visually stunning. The leather jungle

is particularly impressive, with amazing

reflections on the water surface and

beams of light dancing around under-

neath. The sound effects are typically

appropriate (I love the padding sound of

Yoshi’s feet as he runs), while the music

is... well it’s a little strange. Most of the

tunes are cute and catchy, but some are

just plain weird (like the one’s involving a

‘rap’ in Yoshi’s native language) and the

level completion song may be just a tad

too saccharine for its own good, especial-

ly since you can’t skip it.

(text continues p. 64)

'll NINTENDO 64
I



Basic control ofYoshi *
'"

*

is achieved with the analog stick. Jj|

Push it a little way and he will walk. *

Push it to its extremities and he will H
run. Press A to jump and B to eat m
fruit or enemies with Yoshi’s tongue. ®
Pressing A a second time while Yoshi is

in the air will cause Yoshi to ‘flutter

jump’—he kicks his legs as fast as he

can and gains extra height. Press down
on the stick while Yoshi is in the air and

he will hip-dive to the ground, similar

to Mario’s butt-stomp in Mario 64.

0
T* f * m * •* -

.
.

/
*



an enemy

But pretty graphics have never been the selling point of Miyamoto’s 2D epics. His

trademark is tight control and innovative play mechanics, and as you might expect,

Yoshi’s Story has both in spades. From the very first level it’s apparent that Yoshi’s Story

isn’t like any previous 2D action game you’ve ever played. It may retain certain key fea-

tures of a traditional platformer (left to right scrolling, jumping, etc.) but the

structure and implementation are totally original. For a start, Yoshi is con-

trolled with the N64 pad’s analog stick (no d-pad support). And it’s not

just some gimmick—the game actually requires that you make full use

of Yoshi’s ability to creep, walk and run at different points. It may

seem a bit imprecise at first, but after a while it becomes second

nature, and going back to d-pad control on a game like Mischief

Makers feels incredibly limiting. Take aim...
bopping one

|

of the many green and white boxes dotted

around the levels, Yoshi will obtain an egg.

Yoshi uses the eggs as ammunition and can

carry up to six at any one time. By pressing

and holding the Z trigger a cursor appears on

the screen. Position the icon where you want

Yoshi to throw the egg and release the button.

Eggs are used to either defeat enemies or pop

bubbles containing fruit and items.

Egg-streme

...and fire!

64



However, per-

haps the most

P’P ^ innovative feature

S~ W of all is the game’s

^ £ 4e structure. Yoshi’s

& . Story is not a sim-

| Pie trek from left

^ to right, or a lin-

v*®. ear progression

through levels like

most platform games. In fact, in this department it’s

more like Starfox 64. You start from the beginning

each new go and, like Starfox 64, the ultimate goal is

to obtain as high a score as possible. To complete an

individual level Yoshi must eat 30 pieces of fruit, but

m in the process there are ail kinds of ways to

score points. Overall, there are a total of 24

“...wonderfully original

and completely intuitive.”

levels (spread over six ‘pages’), but you can

only ever play through 6 of them in a single

‘go’. It’s up to you to locate the giant hearts

hidden around each level (which open up

worlds on the next ‘page’) and plot your

course through the stages you feel will

reward you with the highest score.

Yoshis love fruit. It’s what makes them happy. However,

some fruit is tastier than others. Every time you turn on

your N64, the CPU will randomly pick a fruit type as the

‘lucky fruit’ of the day. That fruit will then be worth more

than all the regular fruits until you turn the machine off.

But that’s not all. Different colored Yoshis have different

favorite fruits, which give them back more ‘happiness’ (life)

than the other fruits. However, the best fruit of all are the

melons. There are exactly 30 mel- SBSSnilSSSBB
ons on each stage (most of which

are hidden) and to perfect that

v,’ i up ’W

IB .2.

* *
*

jpPmiii llllllf ,

pr *
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This is a totally new approach to platform games (for me at least) and while 24 levels

may not seem like a lot, they are designed in such a way as to bear repeated play. This is

not some quest to explore and conquer as many levels as possible (like Super Mario

World)—this is a much more focused, competitive, affair. Beating a level is easy. Perfecting

it (i.e. consistently collecting 30 melons) is another matter entirely.

Nintendo says they plan on making some changes to Yoshi’s Story for its American

release, but to be honest I really couldn’t see anything that needed changing (except maybe

that end level song). Miyamoto has done it again, producing yet another 2D masterpiece

that is both wonderfully original and completely intuitive. The

N64 is a system of vast 2D power, and my feeling is that

Yoshi’s Story is only scratching the surface. K

Sniff

By pressing R at any time the screen will zoom in

and Yoshi will sniff the surrounding area. If he smells any

secrets he will let you know, and by gauging his reaction it

is possible to pin-point the exact location of any hidden

items. Once you are on the right spot, simply hip-drop the

ground to reveal the item! There are plenty of secrets in

Yoshi’s Story, including a ‘hidden’ colored Yoshi.
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Miyamoto tins done It again!

Once a level has been beaten in Story Mode, it becomes

available for instant play in Trial Mode. Trial Mode is

good for practicing the tougher stages and for finding

out where all 30 of the melons are hidden. Individual

scores are

1*1* ;
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t rom the team

that brought

you the really

very good Doom

64, comes Quake

64; a port of id

software’s super successful follow up

to the Doom series. Although Quake has

recently been superseded on the PC by

it’s superior sequel Quake 2, there is no

denying that Quake is still an amazing game,

particularly in multiplayer mode. And now N64
owners are going to have the chance to find out

for themselves.

u a K t:

•X

When Quake was released in 1996, 3D accelerator cards had yet to be accepted as an

essential component of a games playing PC. Quake's graphics were produced in soft-

ware, and without an extremely powerful PC the best resolution you could hope

to run it at was 320x240. However, as 3D cards became more accepted (thanks

in no small part to 3DFX and their voodoo graphics chipset), a 3D accelerated

version of Quake became available that ran at much higher resolutions (and

frame rates!) and utilized the advanced graphical features of the 3D cards. It was

called GL Quake (named after the Glide API) and it almost single-handedly brought

about the 3D card revolution in the PC gaming world.

The reason I’m telling you all this is because in their creation of Quake 64, Midway set

their goals on reproducing the graphical delights of GL Quake, as opposed to the regular soft-

ware version of Quake (which is what Saturn Quake looks like). And to their credit, they have pretty much

succeeded! The resolution may be a little lower, and the frame rate may occasionally stutter, but otherwise

this a fantastic translation of a game that would normally take a $1500 PC (with 3D acceleration!) to run.

“(1

oil‘REVIEW

KNIGHTMARE (j
A page of the

finest green!

And a GL Quake

emulator! *

68 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com



On the game side, Midway have opted for

a straight port of Quake, with all of the PCs

j
levels from all four episodes plus seven DM

j
maps for the two player mode (see box-out).

After the amazing new levels seen in Doom64
this comes as something of a disappointment,

j ,
but I guess if you’ve never played Quake before

(as most N64 owners probably won’t) then it

j
'

really won’t matter. Like the Saturn version,

some of the level’s have undergone minor surgery

/
to make them run a bit smoother, but the experi-

ence is still intact.

Jf The sound effects are all taken directly from the PC
code, and the music (which wasn’t in this version) is

said to be even creepier than Doom 64: although that

/ does mean N64 owners are missing out on Trent Reznor’s

f excellent redbook audio. Control with the N64 pad is total-
*

ly customizable (I prefer the Turok style set-up) and is proba-

bly the best you’re going to get this side of a mouse. We’ll see

how the final product shapes up when we review Quake 64 next

issue. See you then. K

k *

DEATHMATCH!
i While the Saturn version of Quake was an excellent translation, it was missing the most important facet of

;

the Quake experience - Deathmatch! Quake 64 was originally not going to have a multiplayer mode, but after

listening to the outraged cries of gamers and journalists everywhere, Midway decided to delay the release and

add a split screen two player mode. Was it worth it? Hell yeah! The screen may be a litde letterboxed, and

the frame rate may be slightly lower, but there’s nothing like hunting down a human opponent to get the blood

flowing. Midway have included all six of id’s original deathmatch levels along with one extra war ground.

Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com 69



A s I continue my harsh and wearying trek through 3D fighter hell, it occurred to me that most of the fighters

of this ilk on N64 have been at best (and this is being generous) average. The field is wide open for anyone
capable of creating a slightly-better-than-mediocre brawler for Nintendo’s ‘With hardware like this, why

don’t we have a rippin’ fighting game?' console. Well, it took a while, but it seems that Ocean may be moving in

the right direction with this recent acquisition from eternally busy developer, Genki. Fighter's Destiny

C A is the name, and it’s shaping up to be the

/ g A / When it comes right down to it, how can

t A g Aji IV it possibly be that ALL of the current 3D fight-

^^Z ^ / g #1 f M grit ers on N64 have been pretty lackluster? In fact,

f / g. y 1 M 1 k §f/j( / I /
that’s putting it mildly. Some have good

J

g

I lA^JgC' J graphics (Mace, Dark’ Rift) but none seem
mg l fjjA-T If / to have anything near acceptable play. This

/g ~ 7 £ T IfiMr seems to have been the highest priority for

wm w f ff Ar ffiA /f ft m l

!

/ Genki. While our preview copy won’t make

if J /f k l/f // jgf II fC }' I games like Tekken 2 and Fighters Megamix on

/ f g J / | fi (\ \ilE:/ those ‘other’ systems sweat, it certainly looks

Better than

WarGods !
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COMING SOON: NINTENDO 6H

'GNTURG • SPRING 98

The talented creators of Rayman return with their

stab at a 3D action/adventure game with the forth-

Starring a purple alien
There seems to be a dearth of games in every N64 cate-

gory save for racing. Now, Ascii’s Aero Gauge joins the

growing list, this one to be filed under “futuristic rac-

ing.” Presenting the player with a selection of high per-

formance hover-vehicles, Aero Gauge attempts to go

Extreme G one better by allowing substantial vertical

movement throughout the courses. You guide the craft

as much up and down as you do left and right. A vari-

ety of selectable vehicles (each with unique handling

properties) and an
riT»n npn

ample amount of twist- jr-

ing, undulating courses >S‘J x
should add up to

Rambone size intensity.
> f

Currently available in T~\

should be hitting our ^ ~ ~ 1
continent soon. i

coming Tonic Trouble.

called Ed, Tonic Trouble features an all new 3D
engine and integration tool which allows for

unprecedented behavior and expression from the

game’s characters. UbiSoft reportedly spent 18

months and four million dollars developing this tech-

nology and the end result should be impressive.

With 10 fully 3D worlds and over forty unique char-

acters, Tonic Trouble promises plenty of 3D thrills.

Look for the N64 version ’round about April ’98.

|§
Mqstical Ninja

I1MAMI - 3D ACTION/ADVENTURE • EARLY '98

Konami's 04-hit update of Legend of the

Mystical Ninja is officially on its way to

our shores. Having been available in

Japan for months as Goemon. American

gamers will finally get a crack at this

Unique 3D adventure. With massive Mario-

esque environments, four different player

characters (including Ebisumaru from the

16-bit original), and gobs of gameplay vari-

ety, Mystical Ninja is more than just anoth-

er free-roaming 3D adventure game. And
it’s coming your way in March 1998.

r 6^
* * * HjH

j ft 101> . jt H)
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O ne ®f Ihe finest circade games of recent limes is finally

getting i\ conversion to the Saturn. House of the Dead
blew the public awag, when it was first released,

because it featured some of the smoothest graphics and
plag mechanics get seen in an arcade light-gun game.
The plot consists of one or two investigators, looking into

a bizarre series of spookg events, at an old haunted
mansion. Tgpicallg, ci cute girl has been abducted bg an
evil scientist, and the plagers must blast their wag
through mang different locations in and around the

house. Baddies include some trulg gruesome undead
creatures, including chainsaw-wielding zombies, rotting

guard dogs, mermen, bats and foul maggots.

House of Ihe Dead is a colossal gore-festival, with gour guns blazing gou must rip chunks of flesh

from the undead hordes. This is one verg intense, adrenaline packed game, and there are pienig of

pant-wetting moments, as gour investigator slinks round darkened corridors, and explores mang
different rooms and scenarios. 'Flic path of progress available to the plager, depends greailg on which
baddies and/or which doors gou select. There are multiple routes to lake, but all of them have their

own nastg surprises in stoic.
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"House of the Dead is a colossal gore-festival.

with gour guns blazing chunks of flesh from
the undead hordes...a verg intense, adrenaline

packed game..."

< f:

Now to lhe Saturn version. Mang people thought Sega would wail for the release of their ne\t
super-console, before converting House of lilt: I')eatl, but lhe Saturn has been graced with il s own
incarnation. It plugs and feels verg much like Virlua Cop II, which is no bad thing, as gou alreadg
know. Yeah, there are differences to the arcade version, but gou would have to pretlg dumb, to

eXpecl an arcade perfect conversion. As il stands. House of lhe Dead is an awesome conversion, and
will provide avid gamers with mang hours of gore-fillet! shooting fun. Now then if I could just

confront that mecha-demon without filling mg trousers .

"....gruesome undead creatures, including

chainsaw-wielding zombies, rotting guard

dogs, mermen, bats and foul maggots."
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THEmum SCRIES
X-Men l/s Street Fighter is a conversion of the popular coin-op of

the same name, one of Capcom’s many Marvel Comics-licensed 2D
fighters that include X-Men: Children of the Atom, Marvel Super

Heroes, Marvel Super Heroes Vs Street Fighter and most recently

Marvel Vs Capcom. The premise of the ‘Marvel’ series is simple:

take the basic gameplay of Street Fighter 2, simplify it, add Marvel

characters, and then blow the whole thing through the roof with

blistering speed, spectacular special moves, excessive mid-air bat-

tles, and insane combos that make Killer Instinct look positively

tame. The coin-ops have been successful in both Japan and

America (a rarity these days) and have already produced two
impressive (albeit flawed) Saturn conversions - X-Men: COTA and

Marvel Super Heroes.

THESTORY
Some of the world’s top martial artists and mutant super heroes

have been mysteriously disappearing. Is this an act of Shadowloo
terrorism perpetrated by the sinister Vega (M. Bison), or another

scheme of Magneto, the most dangerous mutant on earth and

enemy of the X-Men? To discover the truth, the X-Men and Street

Fighters have teamed up in various different partnerships to locate

their missing comrades and kick the ass of whoever is responsible.

Yeah, it’s a pretty weak story, and everyone knows that the Street

Fighters would never last in a real battle against the X-Men, but to

be honest, who cares?!

TimE

THE COHUERSIOH

While X-Men: COTA and MSH were both excellent conversions of
r I ^

their respective arcade counterparts, they weren’t perfect. ' *
Although the gameplay was all there, a loss of animation (particular-

ly in X-Men), poor quality sound effects and long loading times destroyed the illusion of having the coin-op at own home. X-Men Vs SF on
the other hand suffers from no such limitations. Utilizing the much vaunted 4 megabyte RAM cart peripheral, Capcom have delivered liter-

ally a 100% accurate conversion of the coin-op. Can 4 megs of RAM really make that much difference? In a word, yes.

First and foremost, the graphics are identical. And I don’t mean ‘nearly’ identical, I mean IDENTICAL. Every last frame of animation for every

character is here. Every block mark, every idle, every spark of every super - all here. It’s truly a sight to behold. Look at these shots, then

imagine them moving with unprecedented fluidity. I still can’t believe it. Just watching these characters walk forwards and backwards, with-

out even fighting, is a revelation. The backgrounds are also spot on, with the possible exception of some missing images in the TV studio

backdrop (kindly pointed out to me by Nick Rox - not that he’s anal like that or anything).

Secondly, there is none of the slow down that plagued MSH, no matter which characters you pick or what background you fight on. In fact,

you even have the option to pump up the game speed to practically unplayable velocities. Four Juggernauts at once on turbo eight setting?

No problem! Just get ready for some serious blisters! ,

Thirdly, the sound effects are crystal clear. I know this is only a small point, but for once in a Saturn fighting game it’s nice to be able to

hear all the hits and speech without the usual Saturn deterioration. Another bonus of having all that extra RAM? You betcha!

Finally, and perhaps most astonishing of all (considering the above three points) the game features almost instantaneous loading. The actu-

al ‘loading’ screen is up for about the same amount of time as the coin-op (i.e. two to three seconds) and in that time the game loads in all

four characters glusjhe background! How can thjs be?! To be quite honest, I haven’t a clue. Answers on a postcard please...

• • •• •• •• • • . ' H 1mb •• • • ••• ••••••• £!-•••••• •• •• ••••
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Ofgpurse, the greatest conversion in the world doesnt mean squat ifthe

coin-ip original wasn’t up to scratch in the first place, but thankfully, that’s

not the case here. Picking up where MSH left off, X-Men Vs SF features all

the lightening paced, over-the-top, trademark Gapcom action of MSH
(including infinite

Jiginningpaced,

to “the formula tWtUM.M
namely, the ability to

mjSIst Capcomacdonr
taneously, tag team

style. Choosing effective team combinations and rrtafftgtngyoflr*fie^ifers
e

efficiently during battle adds an element ofstrategy to the regular scrapping

action (an element that was otherwise lacking from X-Men and MSH) and

makes for some truly varied and spectacular bouts.

I/s SF, SF3, a new 2D Ghouls’n’GhostsV. SOA and

Capcom simply MUST release this game over here. I

figure it’s up to SOA to bring to the cart so the ball is

in their court. Failure to comply will constitute a

criminal offense, punishable by a slow and painful

death! What say you, Sega?! K

CONCLUSION
Overall, X-Men Vs SF is a ground breaking con-

version of a really fun coin-op that will please

both Capcom fanatics and casual gamqrs alike

Personally, I miss some of the MSH characters.

.
(Spiderman, Hulk, Dr. Doom) but for a translation of this

> quality I’m willing to put aside my personal quibbles and.

p look at the bigger picture. The 4 meg RAM cart is truly a-

! thing of beauty - for less than the price of an N64 game

you can turn your Saturn into a CPS2 coin-op. My mind

boggles at the future possibilities: Vampire Savior, Marvei

“The4megBUM cart Is

trulya thing ofbeauty!”



magneto
The master of magnetism might be quite stow, but his 1

mutant powers allow him to strike at range and pull oppo-
j;

nents towards him. Magneto’s superb combination poten- §

tial (particularly in the air) makes him an unconventional, 1

yet powerful fighter.

JUGGERNAUT
He may not be as unstoppable as he is in the comics, but

there’s no denying that Juggernaut is big. Really big. And

strong too. The downside of this is that he’s a big target

and literally every single one of his moves has a huge

recovery delay. But that’s the price you pay for power.

76

cyciops
Leader of the X-Men, Cyclops is a near-Olympic athlete

and trained martial artist. However, his real power comes

from the concussion rays produced by his mutant eyes,

focused by his visor into powerful optic blasts! Returning

from X-Men: COTA Cyclops also retains his version of the

dragon punch - the Gene Splice.

mivtmi
The adamantium clawed berserker with the mutant heal-

ing ability is back, and lethal as ever. King of the ‘shake out’

characters, Wolverine possesses a vicious dragon punch

alternative along with his multi-directional drill claw. He

also has one of the easiest infinite hit combos in the game.

STORM mmmm
Storm is mistress of the elements, empowering her with

a wide array of tornado and lightning based attacks. She

also has the ability to fly, enabling her to attack her

opponents from above and run for cover. Which is a bit

cheap really.

GAMBIT
The first of the new characters. Gambit’s mutant powers

allow him to charge items (specifically his deck of playing

cards) with kinetic energy, making them into lethal projec-

tile weapons. He is also highly skilled with his staff, which

he uses to bludgeon his foes.

SABBtTOOTH
Take Wolverine and replace his unbreakable adamantium

skeleton with more muscles, sharper claws and an unfea-

sibly psychotic demeanor and you have Sabretooth.

Stronger than Wolverine, but by strokes less agile. A

combo monster.

ROGUE
My favorite of the new characters. Rogue is a southern

belle with the mutant ability to sap the powers of anyone

she comes into physical contact with. She also perma-

nently possess some powers she stole from Mrs. Marvel,

giving her the ability to fly, limited invulnerability and

superhuman strength. Stealing your opponents’ keys

moves is really quite cool.



The ubiquitous world warrior returns once again, armed

with his usual assortment of moves : fireball, dragon

punch and hurricane kick. But this is a Marvel game, and

all of his regular specials have been beefed up according-

ly. His fireballs are bigger than ever before and he can per-

form any of his moves in the air!

KEN
Like Ryu, Ken enjoys some ‘enhanced’ versions of his

regular SF moves, including a spectacular flaming dragon

punch and air fireballs similar to Akuma’s in SSF2 Turbo.

His vertical super dragon punch is truly a sight to behold,

producing a column of fire that engulfs his opponent

causing massive damage.

DHUN-ll
Old chunners exercises speed over power, as always,

although this time she’s a little bit more powerful than

you’d expect. Her 1000 foot kick can be performed in he

air, and her super fireball from SF Alpha has become a

vast plasma ball which fills half the screen. Not quite as

deadly as she is in Alpha 2 though.

ZANGIEF
The largest fighter the Street Fighters can muster is still

tiny when compared with Juggernaut. As always ‘gief is a

slow, lumbering fighter armed only with close range

attacks. Hard to get in on an opponent, but once you do

his spinning pile driver and final atomic buster are mas-

sively damaging.

GAMMY
SF Us X-Men takes place while Cammy was working for

Shadowloo, BEFORE she joined the British Government.

As such she wears the Shadowloo uniform, and Vega

(Bison) occasionally appears in her win pose. Perhaps the

fastest character in he game, she literally turns into a

flash of light when she uses her cannon spike on cannon

drill attacks.

NASHICHARUE

1

Guile’s long time buddy has all the same moves as the

blonde Marine, just without the haircut. He is one of the

few charge characters in the game, which limits his

er. Like all the other SFers, his regular and super attacks

have been enhanced almost beyond recognition!

DHAISIM
Like all the slow SFers, the increase in speed in X-Men Us

SF makes Dhalsim a far better fighter than he ever was in

the Alpha games. He still has numerous long range

attacks, including his flame breathing which now reaches

ridiculous distances.

VEGA till. BISON!
The dark lord of Shadowloo and master of Psycho Power

returns with a new agenda - that being to use the appear-

ance of the mutants for his own evil ends. Bison makes

the transition to the X-men-style control system well, with

decent mobility and awesome supers.



SWITCH FIGHTERS!
As you may have gathered by now, in X-Men Vs SFeach player takes a team

of two warriors in to battle. Although you only control one character at a

lime, you can swap between them at will by simply pressing Fierce and

Roundhouse whilst on the ground. During the switch both of your characters

are invincible, though the arriving warrior is vulnerable for a brief moment
after he/she/it lands. The character who is offscreen slowly regains a por-

tion of their energy (the red bar), so make sure you swap strategically. When
both of your characters are knocked out, the fight is over!

NEW HERO

TERM COUNTER
Similar to an Alpha Counter, the Team Counter turns a defensive block into an offensive

strike, at the costfof one super bar. As your on-screen character blocks an opponent’s

attack, perform ajquarter circle from away to down on the d-pad and press Fierce and

Roundhouse together. Your other character will then leap out and perform his/her

key special moveiThese counter normally have a close range, so don’t waste them on

projectile attacks]

PRESS START

TERMSUPERS
Although you cannot control both of your team characters at once, there is

a way to combine their attacks. By performing a fireball motion (down,

down/toward, toward) with Fierce and Roundhouse both of your characters

^ill perform their supers simultaneously, providing some truly spectacular

graphical effects! It takes two super bars, but if the'attack connects it causes

massive damage. Certain combinations of supers work better than others, so

experiment.
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onsoo me _ MISS' STMT One of the major differences between the Street Fighter

series and the Marvel (X-Men) series are the chain combos

and air combos. Every character in X-Men Vs SF has a launch-

er move, which sends your opponent flying up into the air. By

following them up immediately (simply hold up) you can con-

tinue the combo in the air.

THE BOSS:APOCALYPSE
X-meri Vs SFs, unplayable boss,Apoca IypseTTs am utanf

who supposedly originated in Egypt, thousands of years ago

around the time of the Pharaohs. He has the ability to re-

shape himself into any form he chooses, and in this game he

chooses to be huge! He is so big that he does not fit entirely

on the screen, and the only parts of his body that you can

attack are his head and arm. Cool!

THE (NOT VERY] HIDDEN CHARACTER: BOUKI

mum
The not very well hidden Gouki is as powerful as ever. In X-

Men Vs SF he’s taken time out from following Ryu to study a

new fighter that has piqued his curiosity- Wolverine! He has

all his moves from Alpha 2, and can perform his Instant

Hellish Death Strike with a mere level one super bar. Beware!

COOl STUFF!

This may be pretty much a .n

‘no frills’ conversion of

the coin-op but that has-

n’t stopped Capcom from

adding a couple of cool

home exclusive features.

SHARP SOUND EFFECTS - Move

to the Mono/Stereo option and ?

press R for a new option! Even

clearer effects!

QUICK RESTARTS - Hold down L, R and

Start on the loser’s pad after finishing

a bout and the fight will begin again,

Beat the game

and you can access several new speed

settings, both faster AND slower.

COMBO GAUGE - Beat the game and you

will be given the option to have your Super

bars full, the whole time!

SAME CHARACTER TEAMS - Beat the game

apd you can pick two of the same charac-

ter on one team. Enjoy four



1 both love and hate Enemy Zero. I real-
ly don't know how else to say it. It's
unique, engrossing and incredibly frus-
f.ral ing all at the same time. It /'
draws you In with lush, high qua! i

i.y ci renal ics arid tense, genuinely
iright.ening action scenes
then spit s you out with I j* ~|V T I

1 TV /
h_ge -oading decays, ter- I

1

, I l"*

«

1 ^/

1

rible lip syncing and a
shockingly inconsiderate game structure.
At it's best, you (well, Laura) will be
creeping down a darkened corridor listening
carefully to your motion sensor as two invis-
ible creatures zero in on your location. At
it's worse you'll either be stuck by a
ridiculous 'puzzle' or find yourself travel-
ing halfway across the ship just to re-load
your one shot weapon.

Okay, things I like about Enemy Zero: I

like the premise. Just like Alien, only the
creatures .in EO are invisible 90% of the time
- very smart;. I like the way the game is set-
up. FMV rooms linked by real-time polygonal
corridors where the action takes place. It's
a good balance between FMV and 'real' game-
play and somehow manages to be more than the
sum of it's parts. I like the action; bat-
tling aliens by sound alone is an innovative
concept that works well. I also like the CG;
clean, smooth, ‘realistic and well directed.

Things I don't like about Enemy Zero: I
don't like the pace. 'The interactive FMV
sections are like moving through treacle and
there's a lot of loading. You cannot skip
any FMV, ever, and some of the 'puzzles' (I

use the term loosely) require random and
illogical experimentation to succeed. I don't
like the way the save/load game system is
implemented (you have limited saves and
loads) and I REALLY don't like the way the
game is exceedingly short, with little
replay incentive.

So should you buy EO? Well I hate to sit on
the fence, but I think that depends on YOUR
personal taste. EO is an 'experience game',
sort of like Parappa the Rapper. How much you
like it will depend on how willing you are to
suspend your disbelief and get immersed in
the story and world of the game. Yes the
theme is cool, but the sedate pace and limit-
ed game mechanics may prove too frustrating
for some . K

A unique and

engrossing

experience; if

you have the

patience...
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T
ouring Car is a near-perfect example of Championship mode. Unlike some racing

Sega's gameplay brilliance hanging on games, attaining champion status doesn't

for dear life in the programming necessarily mean being winner of each

odyssey from Model 2 to Saturn hardware, track. Rather, you're racing for an overall

It is always, without a doubt, quite an time against eight other cars. Placing first

ambitious undertaking. True to form how- obviously helps, but it's the time differ-

ever. Touring Car plays for all intents and ence between you and the nearest corn-

purposes just like its full-fledged arcade petitor that's important,

counterpart (read: very well), but in this The courses themselves define the nature

case especially, the graphics at first glance of the game and their relatively gentle

appear troubled. Namely, it suffers from a curves and low turn count (at least on the

schizophrenic frame rate (it jumps wildly first two beginner tracks) create an incred-

between 15 and 30) and almost astonish- ibly high speed environment that's almost

ing z-buffering problems, most certainly intimidating at first. You're really going

trade offs for the game's distant draw in fast in this game, and it'll certainly take

you several laps to come to grips with guid-

ing your car cleanly through the course.

But once you do, the fun of the game comes
to the fore and you begin to appreciate the

rush of speed Touring Car offers. As it is

meant to be, it's a different experience

than Rally or Daytona, but equally thrilling.

And the music, which is absolutely first

rate, is a perfect collection of pumping
electronic racing tunes (some with funky

lyrics) that heighten the action immensely.

Touring Car, rough looking engine

and all, still has the polish of a loving- M
ly crafted Sega game. The interface is

well designed and has a fantastic look M
and feel, creating an aura of quality H
that subsequent play reveals to be

more than an illusion.

and blinding speed. These are compromis-
es that I can, however, appreciate and am
willing to live with, simply because game-
play remains seemingly unaffected by

these graphical issues.

Well, with all that junk out of the way,

let's talk about the game itself, shall we?
Touring Car offers up a choice of four real

life TC spec vehicles: There's an AMG
Mercedes C-\Class, Opel Calibra V6, Toyota

Supra GT, and Alfa Romeo 155V6Ti. There

are three main courses to race through,

with a fourth and then fifth track opening

up once you place first overall in the

And while it

may not reach the heights of Sega Rally

(certainly one of the best console rac-

ers ever) in pure racing satisfaction,

undoubtedly

I# OF PLAYERS -1-2 SUBSTANCE
A good Sega

racer always

hits the G-spot!
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/"'fc s of today, late in December, Sega hasn't officially

j
announced Shining Force 3. There hasn't been any

w hoopla, there hasn't been a press release. But should

you talk to the reps at Sega's main consumer department,

they'll tell you it's definitely coming. Talk to the big-wigs

inside Sega and they say it's on the way. Hit the internet, and

it's common knowledge: Shining Force 3 will be translated

for a '98 release in the US. Whatever the case may be, this

game MUST come to the US soon. Past Shining Force fans w ill

smile madly (as I did) when they see this game. Strategy

RPG fans will be in heaven. This is quality gaming!

Man, I'm having a good time with Shining Force 3. It's

everything I could have hoped for in a 32-bit SF game:

Awesome graphics, super-fast loading, and genius battle

design. So why did it take so long? A'Pifj

After-all, Shining Force is one of the
^

strongest supported series in Japan. ' )/jl

The sequel was in HIGH demand.

Well, Sonic Software Planning refused to l ifl

start development before the Saturn's \
.

ip

hardware had been fully scrutinized.
|

Maximizing the system was their goal,

however long it should take. And while
\

the engineers toiled over a seemingly I

impossible engine, the design of this mas- ' > '

sive 3-disc epic was being carefully planned «

by both Camelot AND Sonic (a powerful

combo of creative forces). The result is breathtaking.

As opposed to lop-sided gameplav content on

multi-disc games (such as FFVII's short last disc),

Shining Force 3 will feature a minimum of 30 solid

hours on each of its three discs. Each disc (or

"Scenario") will be released separately, over the

course of 7 to 8 months. And unlike most other

series, each scenario is a unique story, set in the

same time frame, as seen through the eyes of 3 dif-

ferent individuals living under 3 different social

classes. Sounds cool!

I must apologize. I haven't gone as deep into the

gameplav as you were hoping for. Truth be told.

I've only played through a dozen hours on SF3's

k first disc; desperately crammed into a few'

1 extremely hectic days before the close of the

^ issue. This was more of a teaser, for you and

M me. I’ll play her all the’ way through and have

^ some quality pages of info ready for you next

» issue! G

R sBl* J

1 ; J
1 1 r

Bill
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Acclaim's coming out fir-

ing early this year, on
their next installment of

their Breakaway series.

The 99 version however
will be a long awaited gift

to all of the eager Nintendo
Jacquesjgfeaji

1 . Jimmy JoljSbff-l

'

,

HHgBWs, *

2. PGA lour 98 < , M
3. Gr^hd Slam Baseball

4. Need For Speed 2?-f
bottom oftfte 9tfir |’S

6. Slimo^^f N6$v #> .

7. K-jtrena^^yPS
fli.J-Leapue^Dyfanw So^, -_N64

9. Nagdno Wiiiter Olympics); PS/N64

10. Atiyffiffig Saturn pr JagiW

ranks, and guys like Kobe and KG are

lumpin' straight to the big mnney. March
Madness Is still the only show in town

alone atop the NCAA basketball world

JOE THE JACQUES ECM
KIDD ROOKIE STRAP

* A Joe Kidd

2 Edging closer to the

\*^r- tAII-Star break
" •

'
•

" already, everyone’s got

their basketball titles

on the shelves, and
ShootOut is still down
the road a bit. The

.
. _ reigning champions of

the hardwood are

going to have to come
v out swinging, because

urn

EA, Midway and Sega
all have very solid

games out thus far,

and we haven’t seen
the finished product on

In The Zone 98 for the

N64 just yet.

NBA
ShootOut ‘98

64 owning hockey fans. If

' they can do with hockey,
what they did with football,

we're in for a treat.

[Breakaway ‘99-N64

March Madness 98
Not only are they gonna takeover by

default, but the game actually looks

solid. It’s all about the grabbin' your fav

college team and takin 'em to the

Tourney! Ben Braun is going all the way!

1 . GamePav’98^Bg

2. NBA live] 98 -M* -

3. NHL 9# PS
-

' €
4. Inti Superstar Stfccer 64 - N64
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10. World Series Baseball - SS»y

The Rookie

1 . NHL 98 - PS
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2. NBA Live 98 - PS

3. NFl4SameDay ’98 - PS
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5. Worki^Meu Ba^bcta

7. Major League

3. Ten Pin Allej
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10. NBAAcfiorflf
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i

2. Int’l Superstar;Spacer - N64

3. World Series.Baseball ’98 - SS

4. NHL 98 -PS

5. GamjDay ’98 - PS /JJ1
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6. All JapamPjil Wrd^lfOg - SS,

7. NBA‘Live^98 - PS**, T ^
8. NHL POwerplay 98^53

"
9. FIFA Soccer 98 - N64

10. Geoff Higgins’ Power

Cricket ’98 - PS
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THE ROOKIE
I’ll be in the lodge

sippin’ cider.

JA II I can say is “What the hell

happened?”. Here you’ve

^mgot developer, Konami,
responsible for the classic coin-op

Track & Field and the superb
PlayStation jaunt, International Track

& Field. Konami has a chance to hit us

with another wham-bam arcade sport title and capi-

talize on the Olympic fever. All of the elements

seemed to be there. Somewhere along the way,

though, something happened...

Nagano Winter Olympics 98 is some-
thing of a dud, plain and simple. Shoddy
graphics, poor play mechanics and a lack

of good play modes make this one bor-

derline excruciating.

Like in the T&F titles,

Nagano is about button

whacking. Speed and tim-

ing are everything, but ten-

nis elbow is all you get out

of this puppy. Both play modes
are severely disjointed and with

little to speak of, in stat tracking,

to even bother with, a one play-

er game is severely limited. The
frame rates and texture warping are inex-

cusable and some events (like freestyle aer-

ial skiing) have badly devised mechanics.
While there are nearly a dozen events,

as well as four player capability, the game
seems too short, with little replay value, to

boot. The two bright spots are multi-

player speedskating (the short

course) and curling, but they hard-

ly make it worth while.

Even as a rental, it’s a

sketchy investment, but

f
Olympic Fever is a good

B excuse. Hopefully this

y I' I won’t deter Konami, or
™ any other developers,

from dipping into the

j

wholly unused Olympic
license, in the future. TR
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f there is one thing that can be
said for Nagano 64, it’s that it is,

at least, better than its

PlayStation counterpart. While the

same lame mechanics and lacklus-

ter gameplay mar the overall product,

Nagano 64 does run smoother and
include a couple of extra events.

You don’t want to keep harking back to the clas-

sic Track & Field, or last years’ glorious

International Track & Field, but that’s about all

you are left to do, after playing this title. The graphics

and sound are average, at best, leaving the game’s sole

selling point as playability. Unfortunately, the way in

which the button use is incorporated, as well as the

design of each, individual events leave the gamer either

frustrated beyond belief or just plain bored.
Nagano 64 serves up a baker’s dozen of events,

ranging from such classic contests as speedskating, to

crowd pleasers like snowboarding, and even the

obscure event of curling (surprisingly the game's most
enjoyable event). Whether it’s that these events don’t

translate well to a video game or that they were
designed poorly, I won’t comment. What I will tell you is

that more straightforward events, such as bobsled and
luge, are given no depth, and high-octane events, such
as freestyle ski aerial, are just outright frustrating.

What’s even more frustrating is the lack of statistical

depth, presentation and interesting play modes. While
the game offers no way of tracking long term stats,

maintaining interest among single player and
multi-player competition is zilch. On top of that,

winning a gold in any particular event offers little

in the way of reward. On top of all of this, the

modes which you have to choose from string

events together in poorly, leaving overall compe-
tition disjoined.

It hurts me to say that, what should have
been the glorious sequel to last year’s

International Track & Field, resembles more of a

sophomore slump, than anything else. Avoid
this title. TR

NINTENDO 64

THE ROOKIE
The agony of defeat...
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t wasn’t too long ago that I proudly acclaimed In The Zone as one of

my favorite sports games. Loved the polygonal players, the physi-

cality of the rebounding and the sweet 'oops above the rim. Couldn’t

wait for this year’s installment, what would that "next level” be with

Konami? A whole lot of the exactly the same thing unfortunately. Sure

there’s the much-needed addition of stat-tracking, new moves and ani-

mations and even Create Player, but who doesn't have all that by now?
We aren’t expecting the old college try here, we’re expecting nothing

but the best, ground-breaking, rim-rattling improvements and IT Zone
98 simply doesn’t deliver that. Ya know how Karl Malone complained

because last year the Jazz were in the Championships, and then sum-

mer passed by with no improvements to speak of? Well... the same
goes with me and the Zone.

^ lliili
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Angeles J

sports game where you didn’t have to

M
worry about fouls... you can literally

pummel the other guy, and the worse that

can happen to you the majority of the

time is that you’ll steal the ball. Want
more Al flaws? How about the fact that

V® “ ® K the Al almost never misses an open shot.

M P
j

Granted, guys that make $5 million per

year shouldn't ever miss an open shot,

j

but the reality of it is... they do. It’s

problems like these that make every play-

er a cookie-cutter of the guy next to him.

It doesn’t matter if it says Barkley or

El _ L O'neal on his back, because it’s not sub-

—I I S / jective it’s situational, which results in

taking all individualism out of the game
J and completely transforms it into system-

atic, slow-down game.
There are plenty of neat aspects to this

game, and if you want to know what they

are read my review on last year's titles,

because they’re all the same, but that's

the thing -- they’re LAST year's. One thing I really love however, are the really

nice blocks you can get off guys from behind... with authority! A lot of the stat

overlays throughout the game are really nice too, comparing players of like posi-

tions and what not, but even those screens disappear so quickly you rarely get a

chance to see what they said. I loved the original, but this IT Zone '98 gives you

that copied, unedited term paper feel - overused and gone over with a very

wide-toothed comb. Go buy last year's game for cheap and save the money. JK

Zone used to be so ahead of their time, and now it's

just another mediocre game, because it really hasn’t
y.-
- —

strived to become a legitimate basketball sim. I

mean, the addition of Barkley and Shaq is nice, but

not enough to make us overlook the glaring flaws.

What flaws you ask? The transition game is way too

slow... you can’t push the ball up the court, because

not only is there no type of "icon passing” system to S
speak of, but even if you do succeed in getting it to the

man furthest up the court, the defense ALWAYS catch-

es up to you. It's really frustrating to attempt to get

out on the break, but constantly be slowed down by the

impenetrable defense. Just like last year’s Zone
,
you

bounce off of defenders, and you can forget about

going around them baseline. The only thing you CAN
do successfully, is push the defender until he's under ^^k
the hoop and then dunk on him. Of course if you don't » n w
want to do that every time down the court, you can

successfully execute the alley-oop play 9 times out of
B * ***** B

10 once your man hits the right spot. They have made V
it more difficult to hit the 3, which is accurate to this

year’s extension of the arch. But you still have the

advantage of totally easy steals and blocks, which is cool at first, but grows old

quick - just doesn't lend itself to a realistic NBA experience. Speaking of

which, I can empathize with Konami having to deal with games made in Japan,

but to not have correct NBA rules is a major faux pas. Not only can I call a time-

out without it being my possession, but you can sub in players without calling a

timeout, in the middle of the play! For crying out loud! Fouls, a major part of

pro hoops, are practically non-existent in this game. I mean think of playing any

JOE KIDD (j
Not enough

Play5tation



some light on the matter, although ^
I doubt it will affect^ the overall r

^
^

r *

,

^

^
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Sting, Macho Man, Harlem Heat, DDP, the Giant, and everyone's favorite NWO duo. The

Outsiders. Additionally, the characters have been texture mapped using high-resolution (but

not technically "hi-res") digitized images of the actual wrestlers, and the polygonal models

employ closed meshes, so those ugly seams ain't rearin' their glitchy heads. The arenas are

pretty detailed, and come in multiple variations; such as Halloween Havoc, Nitro, and NWO
motifs. And although the engine seems to support everything pretty well, with consistent-

ly high frame rates, the character animation and ring collision are incredibly choppy. You'll

be pinning people when you're not even on top of them, pinning people all over the ropes,

and breaking into the rope and turnbuckle polygons every time you play. The spasmic char-

acter movement is another thing of beauty... do any move, any throw, heck, just run with the

character and you'll be enjoying (ahem) some twitchy polygonal action!

Naturally this makes its way into the gameplay, as the 'herky-jerky' behemoths choke their

way through the motions. Nothing is instantaneous, nothing is smooth, so the game just

chugs along painfully. Your moves consist of the basic slap, punch, and kick, as well as neck-

breakers, suplexes, slams, arm takedowns, and a few ground hits. In fact, most of the

wrestlers seem to share the same moves, besides 3 to 5 character-specific finishers.

^ Heck, even secret characters, like little Elizabeth (Macho's lady), are able to pull off

ridiculously powerful moves like neck-breakers. Ok, so it's funny... but I think it

,lR
1| would've been cooler to see them doing real-life 'moves'. You know, have Elizabeth

:
i smack her purse up side your head, or have Jimmy Hart belt you one with his mega-

U phone—that's what I'm looking for. At least the taunts are cool—especially Ric

| Flair's patented "Whooo!" and Sting's chest-pounding screech,

y Oh well, so I'm not too high on WCW Nitro. It's still packed with modes
m (Championship, IP, 2P, and variations of tag-team), and the options are sound. The

WCW frills are also very nice, with plenty of good FMV intro, ending, and wrestler clips.

«is And with 64 secret characters (you heard me!), there seems to be enough motivation to

h
,

play... for die-hard fans anyway. I'll still be playing the Toukon Retsuden series for great

ij 3D wrestling, and FirePro Six Man Scramble for the ultimate, pure fun, multiplayer

wrestling experience. Sell me the gameplay, not just the license, okay?

GLITCH

When you’re

Canadian,

you’re

Canadian 4

LIFE!!!!
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where the
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Here’s all you need to know about Atlus’ Snobow
Kids (yeah, we goin’ Sno Boardin’). Essentially

this is Mario Kart (‘cept with better balance and
staying power) on the snow. Racers don’t just

,
slide down to the bottom but actually board the

i lift and race for up to five laps while launching
» weapons and picking up cash for aerial

stunts! Snobow’s got hidden courses, tons

of options, like Skill Sports (1/2 pipe,

/ c\ Speed Thrills, and Shoot Cross), Time^ '

Trials, and even shops where you can
upgrade and paint your board! It’s Rumble

Pak compatible too! The graphics and animation

are excellent and get this, even the music’s good!
The characters are a whacky breed - stumpy little

shredders with telescopic noses, but they’re a

loveable bunch. Here’s a no-brainer American
release with staying power to

burn. If it doesn’t show
up soon though,

^ grab the /

yuJ*- import. i

,
Snobow^ i..

Kids is a must
own game for

just about any 64
I

fan. ES (f Cs

V* 7775! A5K7AL N\AS»N5SS!!



Once in a while, a long while, a hand
drawn game will come around and
temporarily interrupt your vision of the

polygonal future. The last that comes
to mind is Castievania Symphony of

the Night, and before that Hermie
Hopperhead, and a few MegaMans.
All of these however are for the most
part action or platform titles, and all

feature big surroundings around rela-

tively little characters. What Princess

Crown brings to the table is solid

Action/Role Playing, mixed with huge

hand-drawn multi-jointed characters,

a gothic tale and art so good it’ll make
you cry, especially when you realize it

will probably never see American
shores. What you see on these pages
is unfortunately only minutes into the

game as my US Saturn (the one wired

for screen captures) just won’t digest

this one no matter what converter I

use. I did mange however to squeeze
in a few minutes of gameplay by trying

over and over. Beyond this sequence
(which is more or less a playable

beginning) lie sprawling

villages rich with detail

and amazing charac-

ters, forests and caves
sprinkled with incredible

enemies and three to

four layers of parallax

and fighting so good
you’ll wonder why the

Saturn has back slid so
far. Thus far after

around four hours of

gameplay I haven’t got-

ten stuck once (those

who frequent imports

will pick up Princess

Crown quickly) and am

still controlling her royal

highness, although I do
believe a character

change isn’t far ahead.

No matter though, I've

grown quite attached to

her and this entire game
which I’m sure when I’m

through with will find a

special place among my
import Saturn collection.

This truly is a Japanese
system. I cannot imag-

ine owning a Saturn

without all the glorious

imports. ES

90 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com



Top Gear Rally
by Midway

MORTAL KOMBATi

Konami

W.I.T. 8280 NW 27th St. Suite 515, Miami, FL 33122

Raise your sales and profits with our low prices, quick service and extensive inventory

Fax (305)507-0852 * Just minutes away from the Miami International Airport All righfs

reserved. Arty and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies.

Your #1 Video name Distributor
Fax us your needs • Pre-books • New Releases
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Nagano Winter Olympics 98-PS
by Konami

Nagano Winter Olympics '98-N<S4 Fighter's Destiny
by Konami by Ocean

Snowboard Kids
by Atlus

In the Zone '98-N<S4
by Konami

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98

by Midway

Mortal Kombat Trilogy
by Midway

In the Zone '98-PS
by



Talk about an advantage... Going in, you know every-

one’s going to want DarkStalkers - TheAnimated Series

just to see Morrigan (the worlds sexiest Succubus) in

action. Me, I’m a Felicia fan, but hey, if I was a ghoul I’d

take either in heart beat., if I had one. Anyway, these

are beautiful Capcom characters so the box art’s prac-

tically worth the price of admission.

VOLUME I

As in all fighting game-based anime series Vol. I is

meant to set the stage, and a crowded stage this is.

Demitri, Morrigan, Lord Raptor, Felicia, Anita,

Donovan, and Phobos are all introduced in the first

episode. The story is one extremely intertwined.

Demitri has spent the last decade on earth feeding on

the human race regaining his strength for before his

return to the Demon World where he was previously

defeated. Donovan is torn between his Dark self and his

hunger forVampire extermination, Felicia’s got the pub-

lic performance license for the DarkStalkers - a musi-

cal she’s starring in, (a dancer by trade, go figure), and

runs into Lord Raptor (god, he’s evil) a rocker who first

entertains then feeds on screaming teens, Anita (sur-

prise! she speaks and has a major role) reveals the

HRKSTHLKERS
THE RNIMRTED SERIES
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explosive end soon after. —
So far so good. Darkstalkers has

all the makings of a first class game

turned anime! It’s of much higher
2jj

quality than Mangas Street Fighter
'~

series, with animation more on par

with Battle Arena Toshinden’s, but

of course this is DarkStalkers so it

all looks quite a bit better. Masashi

Ikeda has done a fine job bringing

the game to life.

With Lei Lei, Bishamon, Anakaris,

Gallon, Victor von Gerdenheim, 3
Aulboth, and Pyron yet to come, if

the quality keeps up, DarkStalkers

will undoubtedly become the best

fighting game derived anime thus

far in their evolution.

VIZ has always done fine dubs and

in DarkStalkers case I’d say it lands >

somewhere in the middle. The
j.

Demons themselves (except for W'

Felicia and Lord Raptor) are done
|

ji

very well and the mortals seem F I
frightened enough. Overall part I I

thoroughly impressed me but Ift

most of all it wet my appetite for

what is yet to come.And so, in the

end, we get a pretty box and a top

quality anime as well. DarkStalkers *

is first class all the way. ES
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mu brings your favorite video games to life!

TeHfe mUkWl JH
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SUPER STREET FIGHTER H:
CAMMY
graphic novel

When beautiful Cammy takes

on the evil organization

Shadowloo, she learns some
surprising secrets about her

mysterious past!

SUPER STREET FIGHTER II: CAMMY
192 pages, $15.95

SAMURAI SHODOWN
graphic novel

Fighting female Nakoruru and
arrogant samurai Haohmaru bat-

tle the demon disciples of the

Dark Kingdom!

SAMURAI SHODOWN
208 pages, $15.95

FATAL FURY: THE BOX SET
home videos

All three Fatal Fury videos in

English for one low price, plus a

bonus coupon for a free poster!

FATAL FURY: THE MOTION PICTURE

English, 220 mins., $54.95 USA

Animerica supplies the behind-the-

scenes scoops and latest updates

on "video game" anime and manga

hits! We cover such popular titles

as DARKSTALKERS, FATAL FURY,

STREET FIGHTER II: THE ANIMATED

MOVIE, and DRAGON BALL (Coming

soon as comics from Viz in 1998!)

80 pages, $4.95

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(WE PAY SHIPPING AND HANDLING!)
U.S.A. First Class Mail

ONE YEAR (12 issues)
$58.00

TWO YEARS (24 issues)
$105.00

FATAL FURY
home videos

Terry Bogard and friends fight to save the world! Don't miss

this exciting selection of Fatal Fury videos: LEGEND OF THE

HUNGRY WOLF, THE NEW BATTLE, THE MOTION PICTURE, ONE-

TWO PUNCH (subtitled), and THE MOTION PICTURE (subtitled).

FATAL FURY 2: THE NEW BATTLE FATAL FURY: ONE-TWO PUNCH

English, 70 mins., $19.95 (contains both LEGEND and NEW BATTLE)

subtitled, 120 mins., $29.95 USA

FATAL FURY: THE MOTION PICTURE

English, 100 mins., $19.95 USA FATAL FURY: LEGEND OF THE HUNGRY WOLF
English, 50 mins., $19.95

FATAL FURY: THE MOTION PICTURE

subtitled, 100 mins., $29.95 USA

To order or receive a FREE catalog

Call VIZ SHOP-BY-MAIL at (800) 394-3042 • Fax (415) 546-7086



AF) Where do you see the market for

dubbed anime in the next 5 years?

The market for dubs is snowballing.

Over just the past year and a half, a

number of our newly-released dubbed

titles have reached the top twenty

Billboard Video Charts. With the

release of each title, it is becoming

clear that fans of animation are dis-

covering Anime. According to the

video game trade magazines, anime is

rapidly moving into the mainstream,

and is reflected in the demand for

dubbed product. Although die-hard

anime fans often prefer subtitles, the

newer fans prefer dubs, instead. With

the increased interest for dubbed
titles, more and more creative and

v 9
influential individuals are getting

involved in the industry. From “movie

stars” doing character voices and
nation-wide theatrical releases, to

“big-name" studios who are sched-

uled to release Japanese animation,

the world of English dubbed anime is

i
expanding and prospering. CPM was
the first on the block to exploit new
technologies such as DVD and linear

I
CD-ROMs. We have the best web site

in the world for fans of Anime, and the

ever increasing demand for English

language versions of our programs

tells us that we have a lot more work

cut out for us.

AF) How have the fans reacted to your

dubs?

The fans give us LOTS of feedback on

;

just about every title we produce here

at CPM. And in terms of Dubbing, most

everything we receive is complimen-

tary. People always seem to be

amazed that the programs originated

in an entirely different language. We
have a staff that reviews Email every

day, and forwards each correspon-

dence to the appropriate departments

and people. The Emails we receive on

CPM’s Japanimation Station (on AOL)

are full of comments about the dub-

bing. The effort that the extreme fans

of Anime, or “otaku”, put into their

reviews is really inspiring. But per-

haps the most exciting feedback we
get from our consumers are the corre-

spondences from “first time" viewers

of Japanimation. They usually state

how a friend turned them

96

Central Park Media explains
the art of the dub...

Interview QScR by Shidashi

genre and now they just can't get

enough! Granted, not everything we
hear is 100% complimentary, but

that's ok, too. Frankly, it gives us

direct access to the opinions and ideas

of the fans. These comments are

important in helping us create the

most accurate and widely appealing

dubs we can. If they don't like some-
thing we did, we’ll learn from the

experience and do better next time!

AF) What’s the hardest part about

doing a dub? A sub?

There is no “one part" of creating a

dub that is any more or less difficult

than the others. There are many chal-

lenging and deciding moments in cre-

ating a new soundtrack for a pre-exist-

ing image and you must be sure not to

change the vision of the original direc-

tor. The process begins as soon as the

master tapes arrive from overseas.

We watch the programs, a nd begin to

get a feel for the original Japanese

versions long before we start plugging

in the microphones. Perhaps, it's that

very aspect of not rushing into a dub

that is the most difficult at times.

You'll watch a new title and the wheels

start to spin playing all the endless

variables off one another. One of the

most challenging aspects of dubbing

is getting the translated lines to

appear as though the program was
originally created in the English lan-

guage. In other words, the animated

characters are originally speaking in

Japanese,and their mouth movements
(or "lip flap") are animated in kind:

our job is to take the English lines and

make it seem as though these charac-

ters are actually speaking English

according to their “lip flap”. The bot-

tom line is that the process of casting

and designing the overall feel of the

new English language version must be

both methodical and consistent or

what you will end up with won't com-

pliment the original version - and the

fans are going to let you know!

The toughest part of doing a sub is try-

ing to take an awkward literal transla-

tion and turn it into a conversational

English (while making sure that every-

thing is spelled right).

AF) What’s the most important thing

you need to be concerned with when
doing a dub?
Quality. Great actors and great perfor-

mances = great shows and

great success! The “Dub Club" at

CPM is simply the best in the busi-

ness. We’ll go head-to-head with any-

body else's dubs.

AF_ What’s the difference in cost

between doing a dub and a sub for an

anime?
Dubbing is more expensive than subti-

tling from a production standpoint.

Both incur some similar expenses,

such as translation costs and format-

ting, but dubs are more hands-on and

state-of-the-art recording studios have

a tendency to knock your numbers

around a little. Dubs require a lot

more studio time, so you have to

schedule the time, audition actors,

editing, etc. Then, of course, your

actors expect to get paid, too.

AF) How much time does it take to

record an English dub?

Depending on the length of the show
and the number of speaking roles, a

dub can take anywhere from 4 days to

3 weeks to record completely.

AF) Do you have a set pool of actors

that you use for all of your dubs, or do

you hire different people for each

title? How do you find your voice

actors?

We re always looking for new and

exciting voice talents, but we do have

a few “core actors" that we like to use

because of their versatility, experi-

ence, and creative insights. In terms

of finding talent, it seems that once

the word is out that we are producing

new shows, the actors practically

come out of the woodwork. Thank god

for voice mail! In fact, many actors

turn their messages into over-the-

phone auditions, which can be either

amusing, annoying, or just plain

scary! Generally, we only used

trained voice actors. In the studio,

time really is money. The actors have

to be able to walk into the recording

booth, take direction, and perform

their roles in a minimum of “takes.”

AF) When choosing a voice actor for a

specific character, do you try to find

someone who is similar to the

Japanese voice, or do you choose

someone who’s voice fits that charac-

ter best?

A great question! You must embrace
the characters developed by the origi-

nal director who was probably in the

studio at the time of the original

Japanese recording. So, ultimately

we try to stay true to the original char-

acterizations. However, we have
found a tendency in Japanese voice-

casting that we try to avoidialmost

every young female character has a

voice so highly pitched that dogs
around the country moan in agony (or

appreciation). We try to bring a little

more versatility to the characters by

incorporating fitting yet unconvention-

al voice styles.

When casting a voice actor we try to

take certain visual cues into account.

First is the physical and emotional

appearances of the characters. Who
are they (Hero or Villain, Comic Relief

or Tragic Heavy)? How old? What's

their temperament? How are they ani-

mated (Realistic or Cartoonish)? For

example, you would expect that a big

burly biker guy would have a big, grav-

elly voice. Sometimes the Japanese
might have a guy with a thinner sound-

ing voice doing that part, and unless

the fact that his voice isn’t “tough” is

an important element of the story or

the character's personality- we're

going to give him some grit!

AF) Can fans get in touch with your

English voice actors?

If fans want to send a message to the

actors, their best bet is to Email us or

use the Japanimation Station on AOL.

We ll pass the message along to the

studio.

AF) What titles do you have planned

for DVD in the future? What is your

opinion of the DVD format? How are

the sales of the Battle Arena

Toshinden DVD?
We plan to release several more titles

on DVD, but the list hasn't been final-

ized yet. DVD is perfect for Anime!
Did you see our Toshinden DVD? The

chapter pages, character descriptions,

and every single element of the format

lends itself to the use of multi-lan-

guage title with incredible artwork.

It's a marriage made in heaven. The
feedback was great and the sales

reflect that. When we're at shows, it

seems that everyone who owns a DVD
player has the Toshinden DVD and

they love it. We re constantly selling

out of them!

AF) Sounds promising. Our experience

with DVD thus far has been equally

satisfactory. Thanks for your time and

good luck in the future!

|Ik

YUKTOkishTro

Get lost in a graphic novel or follow your

favorite anime through vivid comics

unlike any you ve ever seen. Check out

VIZ Communications Inc. website: www/j-

pop.com for more info! The Eva comics

are amazing and the Battle Angel saga

(my favorite) is without equal. Yeah, I

read...
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That’s right anime fans, it’s time to speak up and let us know what you’re watching! List

your top 5 favorite anime and send it in, attention Anime Fan! As always, we would-
n’t dream of asking you to go to all the trouble of writing, mailing and stamp-lick^-

ing for nothing: We’ll enter you in our bi-monthly drawing (one entry per per-
"

son, per month) for the 20-inch Eva model pictured below and Evangelion 1 thru

6!! Two additional prizes will be given away each
month. 1st prize - a full set of Burn Up W and a /
Burn Up W T-shirt and 2nd prize - a full set of /i m

Devil Hunter Yohko courtesy of AD Vision! f i16l6 S WnSl©

And the
winners are...
Grand Prize: First Prize: Second P^i^e:

John Neish Laurence Horner Linda Kirk
f\ ///

Boulder, CO Redding, CA Cleveland, OH
^ H

1 Evangelion

2 Venus Wars
3 Peacock King

4 Saber Marionette J

5 Burn Up W

Shidoshi

1 Tenchi Muyo!

2 Neon Genesis Evangelion

3 Kiki’s Delivery Service

4 Graveyard of the Fireflies

5 Koy: The Metal Idol

1 Shinseiki Evangelic

2 Kaze no Tani no Ndusicaa

3 Tenkuu no Shiro Lap^ta

4 Tenkuu no Escaflowne

5 Top wo Nerae! Gunbuster

XT
Win Your Very Own, Personal EVA-0
To register simply send your top 5 anime picks along with your name, age, ahd add

to: Anime Fan Top Five, 5137 Clareton Drive Ste. 210, Agoura Hills, CA 913®T^rGf^nd

Prize: EVA Model (the big blue one) and episode 1-6 of Evangelion. 1st Place priie: com-

plete set of Burn Up W anime and a T-shirt. 2nd place prize: set of Devil Hunter Yohko

anime. For a free AD Vision catalog write to: AD Vision 5750 Blintiff #21 7 Houston, TX
77036. No purchase necessary, void where prohibited, yada, yada, yada.

98 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com
'a. ABM * L -&V /W k
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FROM A CAVE DEEP INSIDE AGOURA...

Dear Posty,

You and the staff do a great job on the mag-

azine; it is the best on the market. Now I’d

like to say that I’m another RPG lover who is

saddened... sickened... by the failure of the

game companies to translate and ship most of

the great looking [RPGs] to the U.S.. Aside

Rrom the occasional football game, all I play

are RPGs and the fact that maybe only 1/4; of

the role-playing games make it overseas, is|

*disturbing. I tried a few import games, but

had my fun ruined because I cannot read

Japanese.

'I I honestly don’t expect all RPGs to be

I translated, however some that I have seen

f articles on would sell well over here. I know

I the companies might lose money converting

all of the RPG titles, for export, but

t Dragonquest VI, Secret of Maria III, and Star

\ Ocean , among others, are certain for success.

I personally guarantee I would purchase any

decent RPG, that is released, at the local

jj

game shop, and many people I know feel the

* same way. My friends and I would like to

express our thoughts to the companies, but

1; we aren’t sure how... especially groups like

I Enix, that only operate in Japan. My request

ft is, could you print the mailing and e-mail

< addresses of companies who could make the

decision to bring past and future RPGs, to the

I
u s-

-• Jeff Borland

Birmingham, Alabama

I
Dear Jeff,

r I feel the same way you do. The fact that 1

I Japanese companies, and their American coun-

| terparts, feel that the RPG market, over here,

isn’t big enough to justify RPG releases, is

< downright ludicrous. I can remember how ;

> furious I became when I learned that Devil

|
Summoner wouldn’t be hitting the U.S. shores

,

I os well as a plethora of other titles. I don’t

|
know how much your personal guarantee is

worth, but you and your buddies should defi-

nitely voice your opinions to these companies.

While I’m not going to print a list of all of the

offending parties’ addresses, I will tell you that

some of the problem lies with Sega, Sony and

Nintendo. Scribble your cravings down and

send them to the guys in charge, making; sure

you politely and concisely air your grievances,

and try sending in petitions (ya know what

happened with the FFVII petition!): Failing

that, try voodoo.

Dear Postmeister,

Your mag is pretty cool, but there’s one

problem: You have BAD taste in games, at

times. For in stance:

Tail Of the Sun. Just about the most idiotic

game I have ever played, in my entire twelve

years. I enjoyed PacMan, for the NES, more

than this horribly crappy game! Who would

want to be a stupid little caveman, running

around and falling asleep, every five seconds!

Bubsy 3D. If you thought Atari 2600 had

bad graphics, tdien you were in for a surprise!

This game (for the PS!!) looks like the SNES

F-X chip! How could you give such a game a

good rating? Also, the control feels like

somebody poured a whole jar of syrup all

over the controller! Not to add to the list,

but THE MUSIC!! I can’t even comment on

that one!

Thanks for your time,

Justin Miller

Dear Justin,

Hey man, don’t hold anything back! As far

as taste is concerned, it’s a purely subjective

concept. Remember, there are those out there

that think black mesh t-shirts and Camaros

are. cool. As far as Tail Of the Sun is con-

cerned, I (along with a lot of other people

)

happened to love the game. I think your

admission to being 1 2 speaks more loudly

about your distaste for that game, than any-

thing else. I was going to follow that jab up

with a comment about maybe you are better

suited to playing something less high concept,

like PacMan, but you managed to dog that

game, also.

Now, as far as Bubsy 3D is concerned, well...

that’s a whole different story. I think peyote had

more to do with that review than anything else...

I want to finish my response to your letter by

addressing your gross overuse of the exclamation

point Let it go, man. There are plenty of other

bits of punctuation which are just as effective.

Dear Postmeister,

I love FFVII just as much as you all do, but I

felt just a bit cut short, at the end of the

game. In order to remedy this, I developed a

possible addition to the ending. I have a feel-

ing SquareSoft wanted to leave a lot of loose

ends, but here’s my ending, submitted for

your approval:

After the bright light and the evil meteor

goes away, everyone is on the Highwind and

decides to head their separate ways. Yuffie

appears in Wutai, where her father greets her

and tells her how proud he is. Everyone is

happy and they walk off to the Paradise

Turtle, where a "Welcome Back” party ,

awaits.

Red 1 3 goes back to Cosmo Canyon, where

the whole town is rejoicing. His friends tell

him he saved the world and, as they are talk-

ing around the eternal fire, a distant howl is

heard, in the background. It is his dead

father howling, in pride, for his son.

Cid goes back to Rocket Town and the for-

mer Shinra soldiers hold a formation (like in

Star Wars, for DarthVader) for him and

salute. Then he goes to Shera and stumbles

about, finally asking her to marry him.

Next, Cait Sith asks Vincent what he is

going to do, now, and Vincent gets depressed

because he doesn’t know. Cait Sith tells he

wants to try to rebuild the world, after the

disaster, by forrrimg a new happy type govern-

ment, that will take care of the people and

manage the materia, wisely. Vincent is excit-

ed and tells Cait Sith he will jbin him, as a

partner, in this endeavor.

Barret hurries to Kalm, where he finds his

little girl. They are both really happy. He

talks to Aries’ mother and tells her how
brave Aries was. Aries’ mother then asks to

stay on with Barret and be his little girl’s

nanny. He agrees.

Finally, Cloud and Tiffa are the only ones

left. She tells him that she will probably go

find some bartending job, somewhere, and he

says, ya. She starts to turn away when he

stops her and says “Wait, I... (all kinds of

romantic stuttering)... Tiffa, will you...” The

screen goes blank and joyous music begins.

An envelope appears, which says “You are

cordially invited”. It opens, and the letter

inside reads "...to attend the combined wed-

ding of Cloud Strife to Tiffa Lockheart and

Cid Highwind to Shera”. Then the screen

blanks again and wedding music starts up. A
picture fades into sight. It is a huge church,

filled with people and flowers, with two cou-

ples, at the front. Everyone is there, and it

looks happy. Obscure characters, like the

Chocobo Sage and the guy from Port

Condor, are even present. Then the picture

pans across a close-up of the main charac-

ters, in tuxedos (or whatever) and they are

all happy. It gets to the end of the church

and shows two seats empty, with reserved

signs on them. One says Aries; the other,

Zack. Tiffa walks up and places a rose on

Zack’s chair, while Cloud places one on Aries’

chair. Then they smile to each other and join

Cid and Shera at the front, where they stand

before the preacher; Dio, th^bwner of the

Gold Saucer. Then a kid runs up and says

“smile” and takes a photo of the two cou-

ples, with all the others standing them. The

picture freezes and falls into the background

while joyous music starts up and the credits

roll. What do you think?

Cadet Jeremy Finn

USMA at West Point, NY

Dear Private Pyle,

I think when your cadet buddies read that

you’re gonna get a blanket party. I also think

you made Shidoshi cry. Do you have any idea

how hard it is to get him to stop, once he gets

started?

100 Check us out online at - http://www.gamefan.com



Zelda. Meanwhile, a real-time Banjo lives up to his name...

e to Mario 64 what Diddy Kong Racing was to Mario Kart 64...

tp://www. gamefan.com 101

' yV
Quite literally nanoseconds before the good ship GameFan
sailed to das total printers, the good folks over at Nintendo

deluged us with new N64 screenshots from their Space World

’97 show. Let’s check out the jaw-droppingly smart shots...

s" *21 1

-3

(Above, top) F-ZERO

64 - Keeping that

frame-rate a chuggin’

at 60 fps means two

things - a lil bit of fog

but a wild ride!

(Above) MARIO RPG 2

It’s-a-mee, a-2D

Mario, innit? Oh
yeah, baby, BRING IT

ON!! Superbly ren-

dered backdrops and

another shockingly

deep quest awaits the

Italian stallion. Also,

the first 64-bit title to

feature 2D plumbers.

(Above) ZELDA: THE OCARINA OF TIME - Laughingly

abbreviated as Zelda TOOT, we soiled ourselves in

gibbering wonder... check out that town! Look at

•—H the majestic quality of that horse and horizon.

Ignore that pixelly curtain! We can’t wait!

it
-

(Above) POCKET MONSTER - Move over

Tamagotch, now you can create your full-color 64-

bit monster to battle! And no

(Above) MARIO PAINT 64 - Quite why Mike

Wakamatsu (above right) is in this painting title
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CornerDistributors

CornerDistributors

CornerDistributors

CoraerDistributors

CornerDistributors

CornerDistributors

ComerDistributors

ComerDistributors

CornerDistributors

CornerDislributors

•Nintendo 64 »Sony PlayStation «Sega

Saturn •GameBoy games and all kinds of

accessories from Naki, Nyko, ASCII,

Interact, Innovation, Madcatz, etc.

We carry all domestic

and import games,
accessories, peripherals.

You name it we got it!

The Best Sales Force in the Industry!
Ask for the team of gaming experts: Todd. Rudy, John, George & Little Gary.

11

AUtSCOCornerDistributors
VIDEO GAME DISTRIBUTORS Over 43 years ot quality service

Your #1 source

for supply of

video games"

Dealers, Wholesalers and
International inquiries welcome!

Metal Gear Solid PlayStation Coming Soon!

We snip UPS, FedEx, DHL and Airborne

All ground orders delivered in 3 days

5995 Malburg Way, Vernon, Los Angeles, CA 90058

Tel: (213)581-8118 • Faiuzl 3)581 -81 1

1

E-mail: mascoent@earth.1nk.netE-mail: mascoent@earthfink.net

E-mail: mascodist@aol.com

718-881-7800 www//game-source.com

www//mascodist.com
Fax # 718-881-7959 Call For Our Newest Specials

We Ship UPS & FED EX Air Sauer • Orders Guaranteed 2-3

Days Anywhere. You Pay Only Ground Rates

Call to prebook these hot titles now!

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

WWW.STICKJOYGAMES.COM

Quake 64 - Nintendo 64 Batman & Robin - PlayStation

CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors CornerDistributors 1



Impart and American *

Nintendo B4
Playstation
and Saturn.

Now you can buy at the lowest
unbeatable prices.Think of it!

Saving $10, $20 or more *

'

UniverseiideO'Games
Light Vears Ahead Of The Competition With Douin to Earth Prices

INIinienaO 04- Play Import or American N64 games on any N64 system.

Bomberman Super Robot Battle Top Gear Rally Legend of Zelda

Master’s Golf Olympic Games '98 Snowboarding 64 Dual Heroes

Wild Choppers NFL Quarterback Club Chameleon Twist WCW vs. NWO
Diddy Kong Racing Aero Fighters Famista Baseball Madden Football

Free universe adapter with

PI -»\/C h-lhinn C F& purchase, play any ps game on

I iClyJLCJLIUll almost any ps system

. u h r in t. nL . *i
Bronstream Saga Gundam

Z

Iragonba I Final Bout Phantomile Front Mission 2 Armored Votoms
Critical Blow Evangelion Sidewinder 2 Cyberbots
Bloody Roar Fighting Ranma 1/2 Real Robots Attack Speed Gunbike
Tails of Destiny Sailormoon Breath of Fire 3 Crime Crackers 2
Rurou Ni Kenshin Einhander Dead or Alive DBZ Legends

- FREE Saturn converter with purchase of select Saturn titles.

eS ?̂JcIjAyVlTJKN Play import or domestic Saturn games on any Saturn system.

X-men vs. Street Fighter Evangelion Sega Touring Car Macross

Samarai Shodown 4 Dead or Alive Shining Force 3 Gundam Z Volume 2

Virtua Fighter Wrestling Cotton 2 Layer Section Anarchy in Nippon

Dragon Ball Legends Fake Down GT 24 Racing Panzer Dragoon 3

Super Robot Wars F Sailormoon Pro Wrestling Tenchi Myou

* Guaranteed *
Lowest Unbeatable Prices In The Universe

Import Games starting at $14.99

24 HOUR UIDEO GAME HOTLINE
CALL FOR TITLES 919-872-2440

Mastercard, VISA and COD accepted

Instant cash for select systems and games. *

Nintendo 64, Playstation, Saturn, PC CD ROM,

NEO»GEO CD, Jaguar, SFC, Animation, MD, Game Music,

^A/allscrolls, Toys, PC Engine and much more.

Overnight delivery. Call today. Play tomorrow. *
Monday-Sunday 10:00 am-7:00 pm ES.T

91 9-872-2440 FAX 91 9-872-6701
Dealer and Wholesale Inquiries Welcome.

All rights reserved for all parties mentioned. We reserve the right to

refuse any sale, trade or purchase. Games are subject to availability.

GameFan Online...

• Free Games
• Free Downloads
• Exclusive

Late-Breaking News

AD VISION

ACTIVISION

ASATSU
ASC GAMES
CAPCOM
CORNER DISTRIBUTORS
EIDOS

GT INTERACTIVE

KONAMI
MASCO
MIDWAY
OCEAN
SONY
STICKJOY
THQ
UNIVERSE
VIZ

W.l.T

WIZARDS OF THE COAST
WORKING DESIGNS

97,99

10-11

9

21

14-15

102

5

24-25

112-IBC

102

BC
19

IFC-1, 2-3, 6-7

102

21,23

103

95

104, 111

13

17
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GflPCOM GAME AND ANIME SPECIAL PACKAGE:
Holding the crown for “pushback" king of them all. . . Most likely

due to a hardware inadequacy. The point is, it has finally arrived,

how did Capcom do? Backed with a power pack in 4 meg Ram cart,

this title screams pure quality. 17 characters combining the vigor-

ous X men with the famed Street fighter crew in Capcom’s best 2D
fighting fest to date. With elements like, in air combos, hellacious

super moves, double team moves and supers, monstrous multi hit

combos, huge horizontal and vertical stages, and on amazing multi

level stage, we must ask the question, worth the wait?, Capcom we
thank you for your perfection. Get XM VS SF with any version of

Street fighter the animated movi'e for $82.95 “incredible".

SQUARE SOFT GAME AND MUSIC SPECIAL PACKAGE:

Attention all Chrono Trigger fans, a feast has been prepared for

your dining pleasure in your wait for CT2. Xenogears holds many
similarities to CT in it's vibrant battles and hand-drawn characters

and enemy’s. Considering the fact that Yasunori Matsuda (Chrono

Trigger composer) is responsible for the score to the game, is even

more reason to purchase this gem. Square, once again you rule !

Purchase Xenogears and any Square Soft music CD and we will

drop $8 off your total order. See are music CD page for selections.

m

ni

FINAL FANTASY 7 ART PORTFOLIO AND REUNION SPECIAL PACKAGE:
One of the main reasons we at Game Cave have sold over 3,000 copies of FF7 orig music CD
is simple. Nostalgia. We as gamers all love to reminisce over killer gaming experiences. I am
sure all of us at one time or another has talked about Contra on the NES. My point?, imagine

a book that takes you through the FF7 experience all over again, frbm the arrival of the train to

the no-tell epic ending, all displayed in beautiful colorful CG glory. Everyone should own this

memorial book, only available in Japan, Oh!, and of coarse, The Cave. Get the FF7 artbook

now for $33.95 or the artbook and FF7 Reunion music CD for $55.95. (LWedtothefirst200ordas)

BIOHAZARD 2/ RESIDENT EVIL 2 GAME AND MUSIC SPECIAL PACKAGE:

I know, I know, you have waited for ever for this game. But we can insure you, that once you

play it, all will be right with the world. You have no idea what you are going to experience,

why did it take soooo long to make, the second the game starts, you will understand. This is

what we all live for, titles such as these, taking gaming to the fifth generation. Get the uncut

Biohazard 2, or Resident Evil £and any Capcom music CD and we will drop $5 off your total

order. See our music CD page for selections.

I5AWIE
Everything for the gaming enthusiast!

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES

ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS. CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH-

OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE.



FORSAKEN U.S. Therels nothing like a bullet speed
combat shooter-racing game when constructed in the

right way. Try over 15 levels, pure realistic environ-

ments, absolute inginite engineering of the vehicles, and,
brace yourself, NO FOG. $CALL!

YOSHI’S STORY IMPO&r“

—

Yoshi has been in gaming hibernation for

a while until now. Introducing the new
Yoshi, in a world beyond words. $83.95

BANJO AND KAZOOIE U.S. And we thought that Mario 64

was the end it all game when we first witnessed it...

Wrong: Banjo & Kazooie introduces a new beginning.

CALL!

CHAMELEON TWIST IMPORT
Mr. Chameleon you have

done what was undone, hav-

ing fun while you run in the

bristlemis sun! $83.95

GOEMON # 5 IMPORT
If you haven't met my friend

yet, now is the time. $79.95

AEROFIGHTERS ASSAULT
U.S. Nothing can prepare

you for this N64 assault.

CALL!

REV LIMIT IMPORT I think we
have waited long enough for

this game don’t you think?

Actually it was worth the

wait, GOOD STUFF! CALL!

ZELDA 64
IMPORT
Simply
resplendent!!!

SUPER ROBOT SPIRITS

IMPORT Leave it to Japan to

bring over a Gundam fighter

to the monster 64. A series

that will never die, thank God !

This game rules. $83.95

DORAEMON IMPORT Based
on one of Japan’s most lovable

anime characters comes a
3D Mario-esque style action

game. Choose from 1 of 5
different characters. Never
coming to the States. $79.95

AERO GAUGE IMPORT As the

anticipation grows daily for

the ultra cool F-Zero 64,

Aero will ease the pain nicely.

$78.95

WILD CHOPPERS IMPORT
The most realistic flight con-

trol ever to hit home.
(Finally) Military action and
bullet carnage galore. $78.95

NEO GEO NEO GEO NEO GEO NEO GEOPEO GE©

YUKE YUKE IMPORT SPECIAL
If you never picked up this treasure

prize, now is the time! I mean come
on, look at this price! $29.95

SNK GAME AND MUSIC SPECIAL :

Fatal fury real bout special with your choice of any SNK
music CD $83.95 Samurai showdown RPG with your

choice of any SNK music CD $58.95

KING OF THE FIGHTERS 97 The 2D fighting festival of the century ! $79.95

G F 0 0 1

E9* CM
Welcome

Info
Open Monday thru Friday 8am-7pm,
Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST

Game Cave Welcomes All | :na .
Dealer & Wholesale Accounts! LING.

Visit: Our Web Site: http:/www.gamecave.com Call Tall Free, ~Far Orders only: 1-888/EameCave
1 -626/930-1300



KLONOA OF THE WIND
IMPORT Buy me ! Buy me !

Buy me!!!! $73.95

XENOGEARS IMPORT
Chrono Trigger fans prepare

for a treat. The game that

shall fill the void until the

monster CT3. $79.95

CRITICAL BLOW IMPORT
Similar to Fighters Impact,

Ranma 1 / 2 , and Soul

Edge. WOW, is that possi-

ble? Yes. $73.95

EINHANDER IMPORT A Square Soft

shooter? Do you guys ever make a

mistake? This game is shooter

bliss, the best shooter ever? I would

love to give my opinion, but I think

you can figure it out. $73.95

CRIME CRACKERS 2 ANGEL EYES IMPORT Anyone who
IMPORT Jeffrey’s new has ever desired titles that fall into

favorite. Sorry Sakura the lines of Asuka 120%, Pretty

Wars, but I just absolutely Fighter X, or SailorMoon will com-
LOVE this game. $73.95 pletely love ANGEL EYES to death.

Female fist fighting frenzy. $73.95

MARIA IMPORT Save me
from this hell bent woman!
$73.95

the PS.

not leav-

astronomical

PS players.

! $73.95

CHOCOBOS AMAZING DUNGEON
IMPORT The musical score ?
Lets just say they must pro-

duce a soundtrack for this

majesty. The game ? Hey, it's

Square, and Cnocobo's getting

S
VIRTUA FIGHT-

ERS IMPORT
You didn’t happen to notice that

we have never applied a

description to this title before,

did you?, why?, it doesn't need

|n^. glay it, you'll know why!

DEAD OR

ALIVE IMPORT

WANTED!
$63.95

SHINING FORCE

3vd#1 IMPORT
Shining the holy

arc was a gor-

geous piece of

SOOOOOO massive that 3 vol- create in these games will last

umes were a must. $CALL. for all eternity. $73.95 B. Ram

I
WILLY WOMBAT

popularity

sense to me. This game is

totally cool. There is nothing

like it, even close to it on the

Saturn, if you missed it before,

don't miss it this time. $29.95

AZEL PANZER

DRAGOON RPG

IMPORT

Since the

chimerical dra-

goon first bowed his head to

you, it was apparent that you

were meant to grace the

exquisite lands of The Empire.

$63.95

SS [r "

J RANGER

13

SPECIAL rjr * IMPORT

IMPORT The sonic team

The best 2D takes a break

Fighter next to King of 97. SNK away from the little blue hog, in

knows how to tickle are fighting an attempt to bring you some-

bone. The personalities they thing fresh and innovative. After

a short viewing of this title it is

apparent they are successful.

$63.95

COTTON 2

IMPORT

I loved this

game on PC

engine, and on

Mega Drive (Let’s just say if you

own it, never ever sell it, it is

worth bank), the Saturn version

is based on the import coin-op,

enough said. $63.95

DRAGON BALL

Z LEGENDS

IMPORT

The DBZ cult

classic of the

decade'll $48.95

SOLO CRISIS

3 IMPORT

Originally creat-

| ed to be the

sequel to

Actraiser 3. Need I say more?

You know when Quintet works

on something that it is sure to

be a winner. $68.95

MARIA IMPORT m
“Hello love,

what can I

bring you for

THUNDER

FORCE 5

IMPORT The

Einhander of the Saturn. If you

are confused about what “IS”

the best shooter ever on the

Saturn, your puzzling is over,

TF5.TF5.TF5. $63.95

I

IMPORT
With what
appears to be a g
battle engine

similar to Chrono Trigger,

Chaos should provide us with

hours of RPG bliss. $63.95

SILOUETTE

MIRAGE

IMPORT

A FIGMENT OF

YOUR IMAGINATION. $63.95

LUNAR MAGI-

CAL SCHOOL

IMPORT

Keep those

Japan. I have no idea what

ever happened to Lunar SS in

the U.S., but
,
hey, School is a

blast, thanks again. $59.95

ROCKMAN X 4

IMPORT

Capcom 2D

misangal-

liantion perfec-

tion! $23.95

'' 7

Everuthinn far the ga

‘

-:i

m. rj
ing enthusiast:!

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES ARE

LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL RIGHTS

RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH NEWER
SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE EXTRA. CALL FOR

CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE.



and presto, FF7

Final Fantasy 7 original music
4 CD set Taking the listener

from a pack of demons into the

loving arms of a celestial angel.

Each track brings about a new
audio diversity to all those that

experience the 4 disc wonder-
ment. From a soothing jazz

ensemble, to the

requiem-esque, ethereal cathe-

dral sounds, the bouquet is full and colorful to the

ear with each and every listen. $48.95

tracks

7 original, all

master

ffl
1

urn
SOUL HACKERS ORIGINAL

MUSIC CD This gem of a sound-
track hides around ever corner

just waiting for your arrival.

From the opening theatrical

pound session to the brooding

dark ambient underlyings, you

know immediately that this is

something special. $call

i *
m4m

%
* 4 *r

EVANGELION VOL # 1 ORIGINAL
MUSIC CD From a series with

an unspoken biblical feel pre-

sent at all times, comes a CD
that will start the beginning of

your collection. Tracks include

the infamous opening theme as

well as other meditative

requiem tracks that complete

this spiritual package. $17.95

TEKKEN # 3 ORIGINAL MUSIC
CD If you have stood in front of

the Tekken 3 cabinet in the

arcades, then obviously you

have heard the #@~*/-&+#@
absolute insane tunes pumping
out of the speakers, correct?

Tekken 3 is a shred test of bass

pounding, techno squealing,

musical mayhem. $34.95

3
BATTLE [RAX

FINAL FANTASY PRAY MUSIC
CD There is something about

classical instrumentation mixed
with a foreign language that

seems to work. The ingenious

works of “In The Nursery" is a

perfect example, another is

Pray. Combining all your

favorite FF backing with seam-
less Japanese vocals. $19.95

TEKKEN 3 BATTLE TRAX MUSIC
CD A jamming arrangement of

all the characters battle stages,

including the hidden end

killmieser. Throwing the listen-

er back and forth between hard

grinding metal-esque land-

scapes to disco techno trances.

Pure and Simple, good stuff.

$38.95

m EVANGELION: THE END OF
EVANGELION ORIGINAL MUSIC
CD From Sinatra’s moon trips to

the closing themes of ambiance

and beauty you can always

depend on each and eveiy Eva CD
to give you that unexplainable

celestial brilliance. Many tracks

will float you along into new
worlds of transcendental passions

and musical soaring. $19.95

: of this triple di

ve heard it a thousand times

ontinues to give you that

I feeling of calm,

ering this CD is actually

it still holds it own against other

square works, even surpassing in many cases. $43.91

PARASITE EVE ORIGINAL
SOUNDTRACK MUSIC CD No
this isn’t the actual soundtrack

to the upcoming “take over all"

Playstation title by Square. But

at the same time I really cant

imagine it wont be extremely

close to the same sound. With
the story of the movie being

adapted as the premise for the

game, Mr. Joe Hisaishi does not

disappointed in this truly unique CD. $24.95

FINAL FANTASY SYMPHONIC
SUITE MUSIC CD Take every

single one of your ideal favorite

FF pieces, the ones you never

get tired of hearing, and supply

a 60 piece orchestra with the

sheet music to those works.

That is FFSS. At times, sparse,

pretty piano lines float over

shimmering walls of cello and

violin creating an essence of

musical purity never experienced before. $23.95

LANGRISSER 3 ORIGINAL MUSIC
CD As triumphantly breathtaking

as it is violent, dark and disturb-

ing, all rolled into one musical

catacomb. This very unknown
CD is a must for anyone looking

for something deviant. As placid

as it is soft, as raw as it is

fresh, you must listen for your-

self to understand. $17.95

RANMA 1/2 BEST FINAL FANTASY
PHANTASMffil IA
MUSIC CD $23.95

EVANGELION VOL
#2 MUSIC CD
$17.95

FINAL FANTASY

MAjnnsii '

NAL FANTASY #6 AH MY Gi AH MY GODDESS
VOL #2 MUSIC CD
$17.95

SAILOR MOON VOCAL
COLLECTION,VOL # 1

MUSIC CD $19.95

IN VOCAL SAILOR MOON
ORGEL PHANTA—

.

MUSIC CD $19.95

ELHAZARD SYM-
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FINAL FANTASY 7 MUSIC ENTHUSIASTS
PACKAGE Get the FF7 original 4 disc set

with FF7 Reunion music CD $72.95

OFFICIAL CAPCOM SFA2 COLLECTOR FIG-

URES Sakura and Chun Li 11" babes
,
very

limited, impeccable detail and quality, made
of high quality vinyl. $79.95

GHOST IN THE SHELL
#6 $17.95

VAMPIRE HUNTER ANIME:

CAPCOM EXTRAVAGANZA SPECIAL
Receive $5 OFF your purchase when ever

you order Vampire Hunter anime Vol. 3 and
any other Capcom products, music, anime,

games or books.

Cloud StrifeAltIth Gainsborough

MACROSS LYN MIN-

MAY # 2 $17.95

WALL 5CROLLS
Surround yourself with insane anime and game related wall scrolls. Complete your favorite

series collection. Game Cave carries multiple scrolls from your favorite series. ENJOY!

AKIRA T SHIRTS $17.95

DRAGON BALL Z / RANMA 1 / 2 / TENCHI

MUYO T SHIRTS $12.95

AH MY GODDESS! T SHIRTS $17.95

GHOST IN THE SHELL T SHIRTS $17.95

MACROSS PLUS FANS SPECIAL
Get the whole collection Macross plus Vol. 1,

Macross plus Vol.2, Macross plus fans only,

and Macross plus Sharon Apple music CD's

for one insane price $66.95

$19.95

SAILOR MOON #2

$19.95

SAILOR MOON #15
$19.95

RANMA 1 / 2 # 5

$17.95

DRAGON BALL Z # 20
$17.95

DRAGON BALL Z # 2
$17.95

GHOST IN THE SHELL
#2 $19.95

GHOST IN THE SHELL
#3 $19.95

RANMA 1 / 2 # 4

$17.95

FF7AERITH $19.95 FF 7 CLOUD $19

RANMA 1 / 2 # 1 0 RANMA 1 / 2 # 9

$17.95 $19.95

FINAL FANTASY KEY CHAIN SPECIAL
Purchase any FF7 new series key chain and any

FF music CD’s and Receive $5 off your order.

FINAL FANTASY ANIME AND MUSIC SPEClfll

Purchase any volume of FF anime and any Square
music CD’s and Receive $5 off your order.

EVANGELION ANIME AND MUSIC SPECIAL
Purchase any volume of Eva anime and pick

any volume of Eva music $43.95

FINAL FANTASY 7 FAVORITE
WALLSCROLL SPECIAL
Final Fantasy 7 wall scroll

favorites pack, will get you all

3 of the top sellers for one
special price $53.95

far the gaming enthusiast

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES

ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALL

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH-

OUT NOTICE. RETURNS ARE SUBJECT TO A RE-STOCK FEE.
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FINAL FANTASY 7 FIRST SERIES KEY CHAINS The takeover series of all continues

to pour out merchandise on top of merchandise. Awesome products made for

all FF lovers. Get the whole set of FF7 first series keychains right now ! $28.95

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 2 SD KEYCHAIN COLLECTION:
Another house hold series with merchandise mayhem everywhere!

Get the whole SFA2 keychain set right now ! $28.95 .

ROCKMAN X AND 8 FIGURES: The last of an extinct breed!

We are sorry to say that one of the hottest figure series

ever are not being made anymore. Fortunately Game
Cave was able to score one last RX and R8 figure to add
to your collection. Rockman X “all X" and Rockman 8 Rush
on sale right now! $29.95 each. Get em while you can!

LARA CROFT ACTION FIGURE

The hottest babe in electronic gaming history molded
to perfection. You have drooled into the screen a 100

times, now you can actually hold her in your loving

hands. Tomb Raider babe. Call for price!

UQCKM

EVANGELION ACTION FIG-

URES The brilliance of the

anime all packed up in an

HM^^Hawesome array

01

mg&jjJm fW bliss. Amazing

high quality,

^[extreme detail.

P ^ multi positional

action fio-

MACROSS SUPER DIMENSION FORTRESS ACTION FIGURES
We know all those Macross cult enthusiasts are out there right now ‘

salivating. Yes, finally Macross action figures. No description needed,

just look at these babies!

GERWALK VF-1A GERWALK VF-1J

$20.50 WITH BEAM $23.50
GERWALK VF-1S GERWALK VF-IDWITW

BOOSTER $20.50

GERWALK MAX TYPE GERWALK MILLIATYPE

WITH BEAM $23.50 WFTH BOOSTER $20.50 BATR0ID VF BATROID VF-

1S WITH
BEAM $23.50

BATROID V F-

1D $20.50

BATROID VF-

1A MAX
TYPE $23.50

BATROID VF- BATROID VF-

1J MILLIA 1A BOOSTER
TYPE $23.50 $23.50HIKARU ICHIJO

VAMPIRE HUNTER COLLECTOR FIGURES Straight out of the screen! 12" vinyl positional fig-

ures, with ceramic features and real human hair. Extremely collectable, very limited stock!

$89.95 each.

CS F 0 0 13 Open 7 Days A Week, Monday thru Friday Sam-

pS four 7pm, Saturday and Sunday 8am-5pm PST

,6 C.O.D. Game Cave Welcomes All Dealer

Maf
[

Welcome and Wholesale Accounts!

Visit: Our Web Site: http:7www.gamecave.com Call Tall Free

Info
Line:1 -626/930-1300

Far Orders only: 1-888/EameCave



SNK KOF 97 SPECIAL

Get King Of Fighters 97 Neo Geo CD with

the original 2 CD soundtrack $93.95

DISODUfST DOMAIN

SAILOR MOON FINAL FANTASY SHARON LIVE A LIVE

R MUSIC 5 ORIGINAL APPLE $14.95 $14.95

COLLECTION 2 CD SET
$14.95 $38.95

LAST BRONX
IMPORT
SATURN
$29.95

LANGRISSER 4 BOUNDARY
IMPORT GATE IMPORT
SATURN PLAYSTATION
$29.95 $39.95

RECIPRO HEAT
5000 IMPORT
PLAYSTATION
$19.95

CD, why not grab up a

your choice of any FF 7

ENEMY ZERO U.S. SATURN
$CALL

TOMB RAIDER 2 U.S.

PLAYSTATION $49.95

PARASITE EVE IMPORT PS
“PREBOOK NOW”

METAL GEAR IMPORT PS
“PREBOOK NOW"

FINAL FANTASY 7 ACTION
FIGURE FEATURE The killing

duo. Sephiroth and Vincent,

the only remaining characters

in an extinct series. $19.95ea.

THE MIRRORED EVA
DELUXE SPECIAL
Get the Eva 004 silver plated

model with your choice of

"ANY" Eva music CD $39.95

DELOUSIAN NOSFERATU
SPECIAL!!

Get Demitri the Vampire col-

lection figure and the

Vampire original soundtrack

$104.95

Travel across luxuriant landscapes on the UsSr* '1

back of Chocobos, avoid grin bombs, and

wage war against the mighty enemy airships, backed

with the classical FF theme songs that we have all grown to love.

Four volumes of Final Fantasy animated wonder Dubbed $19.95

ea. Subbed $29.95 ea. All four episodes on two video tapes.

SPECIALS ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND, AND IN MOST CASES QUANTITIES

V \ / ARE LIMITED. ARTWORK COPYRIGHT THEIR RESPECTIVE COMPANIES. ALLmii

RIGHTS RESERVED. IMPORT PLAYSTATION GAMES ARE NOT COMPATIBLE

WITH NEWER SYSTEMS, CALL FOR INFO. SHIPPING AND HANDLING ARE

EXTRA. CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH-

Evergthing tor the gaming enthusiast! out notice, returns are subject to a re-stock fee.



Fax us your needs • Pre-books • New Releases

Japanese Imports • Fast same-day shipping our specialty!!!

Fax (305) 507-0852
Nagano Winter Olympics '98-PS Nagano Winter Olympics '98-N64

by Konamiby Konami

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98

by Midway

In the Zone '?8-N<54
by Konami

Quake 64
by Midwjiyn

AlundraMortal Kombat Trilogy
by Midway

WCWVS. NWO
by Working Designs

Fighting Force
by Eidos

Ninja
by Eidos TOMB

W.I.T. 8280 NW 27th St. Suite 515, Miami, FL 33122

Raise your sales and profits with our low prices, quick service and extensive inventory

Fax (305)507-0852 *Just minutes away from the Miami International Airport All rights

reserved. Any and all character names are trademarks of their respective companies.
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NINTENDO?4 I

I've jumped 40-foot gaps.
‘Coptered into virgin chutes.

But now. I'm not riding for kicks'.

I’m; riding for gold, in Nagano
And you‘re cutting

my groove.
Shred it.

NAGANO

www„konami.com Plojr5tofion™l4niTI®loySlolion
, “ logos welrodermnks el Sony Computer Entertainment

lns.Rin]«iig 64 «jid the 3-D “N'logo ore irademarHutf Nintendo of -America lot. ©KwlenAgnif AraiHtii, Inc. The rulings icon

'itVtiademoil; ollne Interactive Digital Software Association. KQNAMI SPORTS SERIES'" is d Icodemortol Konami of America,

Inc/RonomE® is a registered IcodemaHyif Ronomito.^tW*, © 199/ Konflmi of America; inc. All Rights Reserved.
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ALLNIGHT.
No

TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIME!
Blaster, BurgerTime, Joust 2, Moon Patrol,

Root Beer Tapper," Splat and Spy Hunter.
MIDWAY
www.midway.com

JOUST®2©1 986, SPIAT'“©198?, BLASTER™©! 963, SPY HUNTER™©1983 AND TAPPER™©1963 MIDWAY GAMES INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED MIDWAY. JOUST, MOON FATROL, BUSTER, SPLAT, SPY HUNTER AND
TAPPER ARE TRADEMARKS OF MIDWAY GAMES INC. BURGERT IME'“©1982 DATA EAST USA, INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED USED UNDER LICENSE. MOON FATROL©I982 IREM CORPORATION ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

USED UNDER LICENSE COMPILATION ©1997 MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC. CONVERTED BY DIGITAL ECLIPSE SOFTWARE, INC DISTRIBUTED BY MIDWAY HOME ENTERTAINMENT INC UNDER LICENSE
PLAYSTATION AND THE PLAYSTATION LOGOS ARE TFIADEMARKS OF SONY COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT INC


